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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, we have investigated the problems of identity recognition and emotion
detection from facial 3D shapes animations (called 4D faces). In particular, we have
studied the role of facial (shapes) dynamics in revealing the human identity and

their exhibited spontaneous emotion. To this end, we have adopted a comprehensive
geometric framework for the purpose of analyzing 3D faces and their dynamics across
time. That is, a sequence of 3D faces is first split to an indexed collection of short-term
sub-sequences that are represented as matrix (subspace) which define a special matrix
manifold called, Grassmann manifold (set of k-dimensional linear subspaces). The ge-
ometry of the underlying space is used to effectively compare the 3D sub-sequences,
compute statistical summaries (e.g. sample mean, etc.) and quantify densely the diver-
gence between subspaces. Two different representations have been proposed to address
the problems of face recognition and emotion detection. They are respectively (1) a
dictionary (of subspaces) representation associated to Dictionary Learning and Sparse
Coding techniques and (2) a time-parameterized curve (trajectory) representation on
the underlying space associated with the Structured-Output SVM classifier for early
emotion detection. Experimental evaluations conducted on publicly available BU-4DFE,
BU4D-Spontaneous and Cam3D Kinect datasets illustrate the effectiveness of these rep-
resentations and the algorithmic solutions for identity recognition and emotion detection
proposed in this thesis.

Keywords: 4D face recognition, Grassmann manifold, Sparse coding, Spontaneous
emotion detection, Early detection, depth videos, Grassmann trajectories, pain detection.
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Table 0.1: List of symbols used and their definition in the thesis

Symbol Definition/Explanation
SO(n) Special Orthogonal Group of Rn

Tµ(M) Tangent space to the manifold M at point µ
||A||F Frobenius norm of the matrix A
Gk(Rn) Grassmann Manifold of k-dimension subspaces of Rn

Lk(Rn) Stiefel Manfiold of orthogornal matrices of size n×k
X ,Y Subspaces on Grassmann manifold
logµ Logarithm map projects Grassmann elements to Tµ

expµ Exponential map returns vector on Tµ to Grassmann manifold
dist(., .) distance on manifold
dGeo Geodesic distance
dpro j Projection distance
dBC Binet-Cauchy distance
dMax Max Correlation distance
dMin Min Correlation distance
dPro Procrustes distance
dGeo Geodesic distance
D Dictionary of atoms D i
ω window size (number of frames in 3D sequence)
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INTRODUCTION

The human facial analysis is a major field of research in computer vision and pattern1

recognition. The high interest in human faces comes not only from its ability to reveal2

the person’s identity [102] or the demographic information (gender, age, ethnicity, etc.)3

[57], but also because it is considered as an important emotional and awareness com-4

munication channel, which reflects some of our cognitive activities and well-being [76]5

(sickness, stress, fatigue, . . . ). One of the most important applications of face analysis6

is identity recognition because it spans several applications, such as law enforcement,7

surveillance systems, access control, etc. [158]. The non-intrusive nature of human faces8

is its main advantage against other biometrics, like iris, fingerprint, voice, and hand9

geometry, which makes it more acceptable from end-users. That is, in face-based recog-10

nition (commercial) systems, there is no need to ask the person to make any physical11

contact with the system, just being constantly in front of the camera for a few seconds12

is enough. Recently, significant efforts have been paid to recognize people identity from13

recorded footages without any cooperation from their side by using surveillance cameras14

as done in the Multiple Biometric Grand Challenge MBGC1 [129], it was also subject of15

several evaluation contests [21, 102] and recent research studies [41]. All these studies16

argue that robust face recognition in real-world conditions is still a distant goal.17

From another perspective, the human face is considered as the major non-verbal18

communication channel between human beings that shows a person’s emotional states19

via different facial expressions. The pioneering study conducted by Paul Ekman and20

1http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/ig/mbgc.cfm
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

his colleagues [44] approved the universality of six facial expressions (happiness, anger,21

sadness, fear, disgust, and surprise), where people from different cultures show the same22

facial expressions for the same feelings [24]. The strong acceptance of this affirmation in23

psychology opened the door to computer vision researchers to argue the discovery and con-24

sider it to design their automated facial expression analysis algorithms. However, since25

the human emotional states are more complicated than these basic six expressions in real26

world scenarios, researchers have focused recently on the automatic recognition of com-27

plex affects, such as thinking, hesitating, nervousness, etc. A more realistic annotation for28

human emotional states recognition is proposed, known as arousal-valence continuous29

human emotions charts [111]. In this annotation, the valence dimension indicates if the30

emotional state is positive or negative and its degree. The arousal dimension indicates31

the degree of activation of this state. To have an automatic recognition system, several32

studies confirmed that incorporating the body, like its posture and movements with the33

facial information can give a better understanding for human affects [94, 135]. Thus,34

facial expressions classification and emotional state detection draw increasing attention35

for several fields [3, 100], like in psychology, healthcare, robotics, and human-machine36

interaction.37

Our faces also can provide a strong evidence about our cognitive state, like the degree38

of attention and physical state, pain and fatigue. Several applications started to appear39

in computer vision to improve human-machine interaction, like attention assessment40

application in online learning environment [58], fatigue detection for drivers from eye41

movement and head gesture [98], physical pain detection [10], stress detection [81], etc.42

1.1 Motivation and challenges43

Facial visual data analysis started several decades ago with 2D still color (or grayscale)44

images and the use of this data permitted to fulfill some applications, such as face recog-45

nition under strictly constrained conditions [153]. 2D still images show poor performance46

in spontaneous facial expression analysis and action units recognition, since they lack47

the temporal information [11]. Also, performance of 2D face recognition in real world48

scenarios based on still images, like surveillance system [13], face detection [116] and49

face recognition in the wild [144, 159] decreases significantly due to several challenges50

like: illumination variation, pose variation, self-occlusions by hands, hair or the face51

itself (when changing the head pose), external occlusions by objects, like sunglasses or52

scarf, scale variation and facial deformations.53
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All of these challenges motivated researchers to exploit 2D dynamic (video) data54

to solve such problems because: (i) the additional spatial information available in 2D55

videos can compensate the low-quality facial images, since we might have the face from56

different point of views or different distances; (ii) the temporal information resides in57

the 2D videos more effective in facial expressions and action units classification, since58

they are by nature dynamic actions. Even in face recognition application, using 2D59

video data can improve to certain limits the performance against previously mentioned60

challenges. Evaluations, such as MBGC, investigated unconstrained face recognition61

from still images and videos (2D), and showed distinctly that face recognition in adverse62

conditions is still a distant goal [11]. A second alternative is given by the availability of 3D63

acquisition systems, which opened the way to develop new solutions to face recognition64

and expression classification from 3D data. Since 3D face recognition approaches use the65

3D geometry of the face, they have the advantage of being robust against illumination66

and pose variations [22]. However, most of the existing solutions are tested on datasets67

collected under well-controlled settings using either static acquisition systems, like laser68

scanners [101] or dynamic stereo-vision systems for 3D acquisition [128]. In general,69

such systems need offline processing to obtain the 3D face model. These limitations70

made current 3D approaches inconvenient for realistic scenarios [65]. More recent71

advancements of 3D acquisition technologies, like structured-light and time-of-flight72

scanners, made 3D dynamic systems available in the market at a lower cost. In spite of73

all these benefits, the streams of 3D images (depth, meshes, unstructured point clouds,74

etc.) present serious drawbacks, such as missing data when using a single-view capture75

system, depth acquisition noise, changes of spatial resolution, size of space-time data76

(non-availability yet of spatio-temporal compression techniques), which require the use77

of adapted methodologies and appropriate tools to handle these issues. My thesis is78

put forward in that context and proposes new compact representations and efficient79

algorithms for processing and analyzing 4D (i.e., 3D+t) data, for the purpose of face80

recognition and emotion detection.81

After deciding the static data representation, one important choice will be the rep-82

resentation of their temporal evolution to perform efficient processing and address the83

above-mentioned problems. An emerging solution widely explored in 2D domain is map-84

ping the original videos into a matrix manifold featuring suitable properties for the85

analysis [88]. Among these matrix domains, the Grassmann (space of k-dimensional86

linear subspaces of the Euclidean space Rn (called the ambient space) emerges as an87

interesting choice. In particular, one can cite: (i) its ability to produce compact low-rank88
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representation for the original video data, which can handle missing and noisy data.89

Instead of performing feature extraction, as proposed in several works, our aim is to90

transform the original data and keep the possibility to (faithfully) reconstruct it back91

from the derived representation; (ii) it simplifies the computational complexity of compar-92

ing two dynamic 3D videos by performing it using a small number of inner products; (iii)93

the advanced statistical inference tools recently developed to fit the nonlinear structure94

of these Riemannian domains [59, 132]. For these reasons, our modeling of the temporal95

evolution of human 3D faces is based on mapping the original 4D data to Grassmann96

manifolds. Based on this idea, we introduce several contributions in this thesis.97

1.2 Thesis contributions98

In this thesis, we have studied the contribution of 3D facial dynamics (i.e., temporal99

evolution) for identity recognition and spontaneous emotion detection. Our study leads100

to several questions of two kinds, methodological and practical. The questions related to101

the methodology to be adopted are – (1) which representation is the most suitable for102

analyzing 3D faces and their dynamics? (2) How to compare 3D video clips under pose103

variations, missing and noisy data in an efficient way? (3) How the problem of dense104

correspondence over the 3D video can be resolved? (4) Is it possible to produce statistical105

summaries, like the mean, which allow us to perform data clustering efficiently? The106

practical questions are as follows – (1) Can the 3D facial deformations exhibited in our107

daily-life reveal our identity? (2) How to perform sequential (partial) analysis of 3D facial108

sequences to allow real time emotion detection?109

In the following, we summarize our methodological and practical contributions, when110

considering (separately) the target applications. We recall that, when the same geometri-111

cal framework related to the subspace representation is common for the applications, two112

differences could be highlighted in a higher level. In fact, in 4D face recognition we adopt113

a dictionary (of subspace) representation coupled with sparse coding techniques,114

where a trajectory (curve) representation on Grassmann manifolds associated with115

an early event detector is proposed for (early) spontaneous emotion detection.116

Face recognition from dynamic 3D data117

In this part, we investigate the contribution of the temporal evolution of 3D faces118

(i.e., their shape’s dynamic deformation) in identity recognition using 4D data. To this119
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end, we adopt an (optimized) subspace representation of the flows of curvature-maps120

computed on 3D facial frames, after normalizing their pose. Such representation allows121

us to embody the shape as well as its temporal evolution within the same subspace122

representation. Then, we use recently-developed techniques of dictionary learning and123

sparse coding over the space of fixed-dimensional subspaces, called Grassmann manifolds,124

to perform face recognition. To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we have125

conducted extensive experiments on the BU-4DFE dataset, and we discuss here obtained126

results with respect to current literature. Besides, two classification methods have been127

proposed: a Grassmann Nearest-Neighbor classifier (GNNC) involving geometric mean128

subspaces for subject classes, and a Grassmann Sparse Representation Classifier (GSRC)129

performed on the sparse representations of the subspaces. While the latter is inspired by130

an extrinsic solution, the former is an intrinsic solution. The GSRC is computationally131

cheaper and achieves better accuracy compared to GNNC. It also scores competitive132

performance with respect to the approaches previously proposed. Our evaluations showed133

clearly that considering the face shape’s behavior over time improves the face recognition134

accuracy under both expression-specific and non-specific settings. We also investigated135

the proposed geometric approach on challenging face recognition scenarios under pose136

variation and other challenges, like facial expressions, talking, walking, internal and137

external occlusion from our collected database.138

Spontaneous emotions detection in 4D data139

We propose a unified framework for the purpose of online emotion detection, such as140

happiness or physical pain, in-depth videos. Our approach consists of mapping the videos141

onto the Grassmann manifold (i.e., the space of k-dimensional linear subspaces) to build142

time-parameterized trajectories. To do that, depth videos are decomposed into short-143

time clips, each approximated by a k-dimensional linear subspace, which is in turn a144

point on the Grassmann manifold. Considering the temporal evolution of subspaces145

gives rise to a precise mathematical representation of trajectories on the underlying146

manifold. Extracted spatio-temporal features based on computing the velocity vectors147

along the observed trajectories, termed Geometric Motion History (or GMH), are fed into148

an early event detector based on Structured Output SVM, thus enabling online emotion149

detection. Experimental results obtained on the publicly available Cam3D Kinect and150

BP4D-Spontaneous database validate the proposed solution. When the first database151

has served to exemplify the proposed framework on depth sequences of the upper part152

of the body (depth-bodies) from depth-consumer cameras, the same framework is also153
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applied to high-resolution and long 4D-faces for physical pain detection, using the second154

database.155

New full 3D/4D face dataset156

In addition to the contributions presented above, we have collected a new 3D/4D FR157

database of 58 subjects, which presents the following features: (1) It includes the most158

common face recognition challenges in real-world like scenarios, such as pose variation,159

facial expressions, talking, walking, multiple persons in the scene, internal and external160

occlusions, which have not been included in any 4D database so far; (2) The low-resolution161

of the 3D scans is more convenient to simulate 4D face acquisition under less constrained162

conditions; (3) Free head movement is permitted during recording the 3D videos on163

the subject due to the wide field-of-view of the used 3D scanner. In addition to the 3D164

facial sequences (uncontrolled), we have also collected, for each subject, a full 3D static165

model with high-resolution (up to 50k vertices), with the texture mapped on it. We have166

conducted preliminary experiments on this dataset, in addition to our evaluation on167

publicly available datasets – BU-4DFE [148], Cam3D [90], and BP-4D Spontaneous168

emotion dataset [152].169

1.3 Organization of the manuscript170

After this general introduction, the rest of the thesis consists of four chapters and a171

general conclusion, as follows:172

173

Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive state-of-the-art on dynamic face analysis from174

different imagery channels, with a particular emphasis on approaches which use 4D data.175

We first motivate the shift from 2D to 3D, then to 4D data, for both target applications176

face recognition and emotion classification and detection. A particular focus will be given177

to the recently-developed approaches, which exploit 4D data (meshes, depth images,178

point clouds, etc.) in a facial analysis.179

180

In Chapter 3, we first recall essential background materials of the Grassmann ge-181

ometry (distances, tangent space, geodesic, velocity vector, Karcher mean computation,182

etc.), then we derive our representations using (1) dictionary of subspaces and related183

tools, such that the sparse coding and dictionary learning, and (2) trajectory of subspaces184
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representation and sequential analysis tools. The exploitation of these representations185

will be investigated in the next two chapters, respectively.186

187

Chapter 4 presents our geometric framework for face recognition from 3D dynamic188

videos, which is based on sparse coding on Grassmann manifold and its comparison with189

baseline algorithms and previous studies. Experimental evaluation and discussions on190

the publicly-available BU-4DFE database are reported. In this chapter, we also describe191

our new Full 3D/4D face dataset and open the horizon to 4D face recognition in uncon-192

strained conditions, with some preliminary experimental results.193

194

In Chapter 5, trajectory analysis on Grassmann and Stiefel manifolds is presented195

with two applications: First, the early detection of spontaneous emotional states from196

depth videos of the upper part of the body. The importance of incorporating the upper part197

of the body with the facial data is exemplified here using the segmented Kinect Cam3D198

dataset. Second, the application of our framework to early detection of spontaneous199

physical pain affect from high-resolution 3D facial videos is presented. An experimental200

illustration and comprehensive discussion of the ability of trajectories on Grassmann201

manifolds to model 4D facial data is given in this chapter.202

203

Chapter 6 summarizes the main contributions, states the main limitations of the204

proposed approaches and opens some perspectives and future directions.205
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2
STATE-OF-THE-ART ON DYNAMIC FACE ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

Face analysis represents a major scope of study in computer vision and pattern recogni-206

tion fields due to its wide range of applications in biometrics, human machine interaction,207

affective computing, etc. The design of any proposed solution in this domain related208

strongly to the availability of the imaging systems in the first place. In the last few209

years, 3D dynamic acquisition systems with both high- and low-resolution became avail-210

able at affordable prices on the market. This technological innovation opened a new211

direction in front of facial analysis to exploit the richness of the new modality (3D+t212

or 4D). Researchers in computer vision needed to answer the fundamental questions213

concerning 3D dynamic systems like: what is the main additive values such new imaging214

systems carry into facial analysis problems? To which extent, using 3D dynamics can215

solve challenges that 2D (static/dynamic) and 3D static systems can’t solve? What are the216

main limitations and constraints related to the adoption of such systems in automatic217

facial analysis solutions?218

The starting point to find answers was collecting new databases that include the basic219

challenges and problems needed to be solved in facial analysis domain. Till now, more220

attention was paid to facial expressions analysis and human affects understanding from221

3D dynamics, than face recognition problem. Another important aspect we would like222

to highlight here is the new trend in facial expression and emotional states recognition223

approaches to move from acted (or posed) to spontaneous and realistic, which are harder224
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to solve, but more useful and valuable for real-world applications. Also, to make the facial225

expressions and emotional states and affects, like physical pain detection, much more226

useful in action, moving into early recognition and detection is very important. Early227

recognition and detection means that the proposed automatic system should be able to228

recognize the expression and give a decision as early as possible (i.e., with low-latency)229

and not to wait until the end of the state. Investigating these challenges and what230

performance 3D dynamic data have under such conditions is a major interest for our231

work in this thesis.232

In this chapter, we review most significant contributions made in face analysis from233

dynamic data, in particular using 3D imaging systems. A review of face recognition234

from 3D dynamic data is presented in Sect. 2.2, and for emotion recognition in Sect. 2.3.235

A short review for spontaneous emotion detection and classification from 2D videos is236

presented in Sect. 2.4. Sect. 2.6 reviews the literature on physical pain recognition from237

facial data. In Sect. 2.7, a review on early event detection from dynamics data is drawn.238

The most important 3D dynamic facial databases in the community are discussed with239

a comparison in Sect. 2.8. In Sect. 2.9, we conclude and discuss where our work in this240

thesis stands according to the literature.241

2.2 Face recognition from dynamic data242

Dynamic face recognition approaches started with 2D color image modality. The main243

motivations for using the 2D videos for such problem come from the fact that dynamic244

faces can overcome real-world challenges. For example, (i) the pose variation: the245

availability of dynamic sequence from different poses for the individual can help to246

obtain a complete information for the face; (ii) noise or missing data: The 2D facial247

sequences can compensate such problems partially by its information richness; and the248

(ii) facial temporal dynamic: which can improve the identity recognition process.249

There are four categories for face recognition from 2D/3D video: 1) image set-based250

approaches (called also multiple-instance), where the order of the images through the251

time is ignored (i.e. the motion information is not considered here); 2) motion-based ap-252

proaches where only the motion information is considered; 3) super-resolution approach253

which consists to fuse several 2D/3D frames of low resolution to build higher resolution254

image; and 4) sequence-based approaches, where the image order is considered since255

they exploit the spatio-temporal information together to make the recognition process.256

Even though face recognition approaches from 2D videos can give better performance257
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under illumination, pose variation and occlusion than 2D still, they can improve only to258

a certain limit. A complete survey about face recognition from 2D videos can be found in259

[11].260

From another perspective, the advancement in imaging technologies made the 3D261

static scanning systems available on the market for research and industrial applica-262

tions. The availability of such 3D static imaging systems led to a quantum leap in facial263

analysis applications, because of its efficiency in solving profound challenges in 2D264

static and dynamic domains, which are illumination change and pose variation. Also,265

it opens the door in front of merging the 2D texture information and the 3D geometry266

of human faces for robust face recognition solutions. 3D static solutions show higher267

performance than 2D static and dynamic solutions under pose variation, illumination268

changes and in the presence of occlusion (we refer the reader to [2] for a comprehen-269

sive discussion). In the last few years, 3D dynamic imaging systems started to appear270

combining the advantages of dynamic information alongside the 3D information in two271

main models: 1) high-resolution, but expensive, 3D dynamic acquisition systems, like the272

Di4D acquisition system. This system gives high- temporal and spatial resolutions and273

needs to make the acquisition under highly conditioned environment. It also requires an274

offline reconstruction process; 2) the low-resolution depth-consumer cameras, such as275

the Microsoft Kinect, which give depth data in low-resolution at 30fps in real-time, and276

are available at affordable price even for personal use. An overview of 3D dynamic facial277

sequences analysis is depicted in Fig. 2.1.278

In the following sections, we review the state-of-the-art approaches based on this279

taxonomy, where a first level of categorization is made based on the target applications.280

2.2.1 Motion-based approaches281

Starting from the fact of human face is a dynamic surface by nature i.e. besides its282

constant shape feature it has its motion which is an important non-verbal communication283

channel. The face non-rigid dynamic can be categorized into a) the speech production284

movement, b) the facial expression and c) the eye gaze changes. Several studies from the285

psychology field addressed the question of: How facial motion information affect286

face recognition process in human perception? Actually, even some studies in the287

literature claimed that the motion information has no effect on the recognition process288

such as [33],[23], several other studies revealed evidence and findings that approve that289

the recognition could be improved in certain context [125],[108]. From the cognitive290
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Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of 3D dynamic facial sequences analysis approaches in the two

main targeted applications; face recognition and emotion classification.

point-of-view the motion information can support the identity recognition from facial291

sequences and there are two main directions here:292

• The first direction of physiological studies posit that people depend firstly on the293

face structure static feature since it is consistent during the time and the they294

dynamic non-rigid facial deformations are not granted to be repeated reliably but295

the motion information can play a role in recognition when the quality of the face296

is degraded. Knight et Johnston [75] conducted a study to evaluate the role of297

the motion information and they found that the dynamic of the face gives better298

recognition when the quality of the shape is degraded significantly but not when299

the face image in a good quality. LANDER et al. [77] study showed that motion300

information improve the recognizing in low quality image and for famous faces301

more than others since the facial subtle changes need more time to be learned.302

• The second direction posits that the additional views available from seeing the303

human motion information help the observer to infer the 3D structure of the face304

which is based on structure-from-motion concept. Also, they claim that the non-305

rigid deformation on the facial image gives cues about the 3D structure of the face.306

Pike et al.[104] study showed that seeing a human face in motion gives better307

recognition than in static or by seeing an image set that doesn’t preserver the order308

of the deformation through the time and the motion information is more than a309
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sum of multiple view of one static face image.310

In computer vision community it was agreed that one of the challenges of the face311

recognition in 2D and 3D domain is its sensitivity to facial expression variations and312

several approaches are proposed to build expression-invariant face recognition systems313

such as Chang et al.[29]. Recently and inspired by works of physiology that approved314

that possibility to have idiosyncratic models from facial motions several works start to315

appear to investigate the efficiency of considering the facial dynamics as a biometric316

signature. Most of the works in this direction focus on speech production lips movement317

tracking over the time where few of them started to appear more recently that study318

the facial deformation which is not related to speech production. One of the first works319

on speech-related motion investigation as a behaviometrics is proposed by Luettin, et320

al.[87]. In this work the lips boundary and the intensity of the mouth area is tracked321

over 2D video to build spatio-temporal descriptor using HMM. The authors approve322

the possibility of identifying the speaker in both text dependent and text independent323

scenarios. Goswami et al. [54] proposed a method that models the appearance and the324

dynamics features of the lips region for speaker verification. The promising results325

obtained in this study made using the moving lips as a primary biometric modality is326

acceptable after it was seen as a soft-biometric before. An extension for this work is327

presented in [28]. Benedikt et al. investigated in [17] the uniqueness and permanence of328

facial action units that comes from verbal and non-verbal facial actions. Evaluation is329

conducted on 3D videos and it showed that the speech-related action units gives better330

performance in identification and verification than the speech-unrelated such as smile331

and disgust. Zhang et al. [152] proposed to distinguish between twins faces using the332

facial motion information extracted from their talking profiles. This study shows that the333

talking profile can be a good biometric for twins identification. Several works appeared334

to address the person identity recognition out of lips motion such as [107] [54], [47].335

For speech-unrelated works that take the whole facial region deformation as a336

biometric, one of the earliest works that approved the feasibility of using facial motion337

as a biometric is presented in [34]. In [156], Zhang et al. proposed to capture the an338

elastic strain pattern which describes the anatomical and bio-mechanical characteristics339

of the facial tissue . This extracted pattern can serve as a new biometric to identify340

the person. This elastic strain pattern computed by applying finite elements method341

and the experimental study is conducted on a small 3D face dataset. Tulyakov et al in342

[131] modeled the facial motion information by computing the displacement between343

corresponding facial keypoints in two different images of the same person one in neutral344
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state and the other in the apex of the expression state. The resulted pattern out of this345

distances showed that it can be used as a biometric for person verification on two datasets.346

Zafeiriou and Pantic in [149] also conducted a study to evaluate the efficiency of using347

the motion information out of smile/laughter spontaneous episode on a small dataset348

for person identification. Authors compute a motion complex vector fields between the349

neutral frame and the apex frame using the Free Form Deformation (FFD) algorithm350

and used complex data reduction technique such as complex LDA and PCA. The obtained351

results give evidence that the spontaneous smile/laughter facial expression is able to352

verify the identity of the person automatically. Previously mentioned works used facial353

motion as biometrics are limited to certain type of facial expressions such as smile, Ye et354

al.[147] proposed more general motion-based face recognition approach. In this method,355

author extracted identity evidence from various types of facial motions in a local manner356

and it is called Local Deformation Profile (LDP).357

2.2.2 Frame-set approaches358

One approach to exploit 3D dynamic data is by applying fusion at the decision level,359

which gives a more robust recognition process where the order of frames is not taken360

into account. These approaches that use more than one 3D frame for the person to learn361

his/her identity can improve the recognition. An example of such methods is proposed362

in [96], where a real-time 3D face recognition system using multiple RGB-D instances363

is presented. This approach shows that exploiting majority voting between multiple364

instances for short time, from 0.5 to 4 seconds, gives 100% recognition rate, while using365

the same approach on single depth image achieves 97.9% on a real-world small dataset of366

20 subjects. Li et al. [79] proposed an algorithm for face recognition under varying poses,367

expressions, illumination and disguise from depth and color flows. For every subject,368

there are 89 RGB-D images under different combinations of pose, illumination, facial369

expressions and occlusion. 18 RGB-D images for every subject under different conditions370

used for learning two dictionaries one for depth and another for texture information371

separately, then a fusion is made at the decision level. The testing probe is one of the372

remaining samples. This work shows that using a set of images that covers different373

conditions for learning the subject class can give better recognition rate than using only374

one. Also, fusing the depth and the color channels gives better results of 96.7% compared375

to the result of the depth channel taken alone of 88.7%.376
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2.2.3 Super-resolution approaches377

Another approach to deal with 3D dynamic data is to register the 3D depth or 3D available378

meshes to build a super-resolution face with higher quality and details. Thus, one379

can obtain better recognition rate than using single 3D frames to decide. The fusion380

here happened at the data level to have higher resolution data. Several works adopted381

this method for face recognition from 3D dynamic data, like in [20] where Berretti et al.382

investigated the impact of 3D facial scans resolution on the recognition rate by building383

super-resolution 3D models from consumer depth camera. A sequence of depth frames384

has been preprocessed, aligned and finally merged to create a super-resolution 3D face.385

Comparing this synthetic 3D face with 3D high-resolution model captured by 3dMD386

system shows that using the reconstructed (super-resolution) model outperforms single387

depth or high-resolution models acquired using a high-resolution system. In a similar388

way, Choi et al. in [32] have proposed a comparison study, in face recognition problem,389

between three methods – 1) single depth frame vs. set of depth frames, 2) single depth390

frame vs. another set of depth frames, 3) 3D model vs. 3D model, where this 3D model is391

constructed by registering a set of depth frames. The experimental results on a small392

dataset consisted of 20 RGB-D videos of 10 subjects show that 3D vs. 3D model approach393

gives the higher recognition rate. Hsu et al. [64] showed that super-resolution method394

can improve the recognition rate across pose variation. The 3D model captured from a395

depth sequence can help to have different 2D texture images of the probe in different396

pose settings to match the gallery texture image poses, which leads to better recognition397

rate. The main limitation of this method is the consuming time of the registration-merge398

process. Also, it might require annotated landmarks.399

2.2.4 Spatio-temporal approaches400

Since human face is a 3D surface with high dynamics features by nature, the spatio-401

temporal representation that can encompass both the 3D shape features and its motion402

traits through the time will be the most natural modeling and it is believed that it allows403

more efficient face analysis. This believe is supported by the success achieved in face404

recognition approaches that incorporated the dynamic traits with the static features but405

in 2D video such as [43], [83]. Also, several works start to appear recently that succeed406

to exploit the motion facial information as a biometric for identification and verification407

tasks out of 2D [147],[149] and 3D videos such as [17].408

In this category, the 3D dynamic data should be aligned and tracked precisely through409
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time to build a spatio-temporal descriptor. Here, unlike the frame set approaches, the410

frame order and alignment is critical to have a robust representation. In [128], Sun et411

al. proposed a spatio-temporal approach that uses a generic deformable 3D face model412

to track facial deformations in both space and time. To have an accurate temporal413

representation of the face deformation over time, a vertex tracking technique is applied414

to adapt the 3D generic model with each (static) scan. Thus, each 3D scan can be modeled415

by a spatial-temporal feature vector that describes the shape and the motion information416

to have an efficient representation. Two types of Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are417

trained – a Temporal (T-HMM), which models the motion information (inter-frame),418

and the Spatial (S-HMM) that model the geometrical face information on the same419

face (intra-frame). The two HMMs are combined to have (ST-HMM) at the decision-420

level. This approach applied on face recognition on 60 subjects of BU-4DFE dataset421

in Expression-dependent and -independent settings and it gives 97.89% and 94.14%,422

respectively. The main limitation of this approach is its high computational (time) cost423

especially for the vertex tracking step, which also needs a set of 22 landmarks annotation424

to be done. In their work, Sun et al. have made a comparative study with 2D-video425

and 3D static face recognition and have shown clearly the usefulness of the dynamic426

3D data in face recognition. More recently, in [61] Hayat et al. proposed an automatic427

face recognition approach from 3D videos on BU-4DFE database. After automatic face428

detection, cropping and alignment of static frames, 3D scans are converted into depth429

frames. The face depth videos are divided into 4×4 non-overlapping video cuboids. A430

dynamic version of Local binary pattern (LBP) descriptor called (TOP-LBP) computed431

on each dynamic cuboids in three spaces (XY ), (X T) and (Y T), where X ,Y is the depth432

frame dimension and T is the time dimension. LBPs-TOP computed from all video433

cuboids are concatenated to form a feature vector for the complete video using multi-434

class support vector machine (SVM) algorithm. Evaluating this method on all BU-4DFE435

database using 10-fold cross validation gives 92.68% of recognition rate. The promising436

results obtained from this spatio-temporal approaches show clearly the importance of437

including the temporal information beside the spatial in the 3D domain to have higher438

recognition rates. The main drawbacks reside in the tracking solution, which is very slow439

and sensitive to noise and missing data.440

According to the very few works on 3D dynamic face recognition, this direction in face441

recognition is still not well explored. The results obtained from current literature state442

the importance of the temporal information with the spatial information. To address443

these issues in current spatio-temporal methods, we proposed to use in this thesis an444
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optimized subspace representation. The main advantages of this choice are its ability445

to keep the spatial and temporal information as singular vectors, it provides compact446

and lower dimension representation of the high dimension original data, which makes447

3D video classification and comparison faster, and it is a faithful representation since we448

can always come back to the original data from the subspace basis. The mathematical449

notation for this representation is introduced in the next Chapter 3 and our 4D face450

recognition approach presented in Chapter 4.451

2.3 Emotion recognition from dynamic data452

The non-verbal channel plays an important role in human-to-human communication,453

especially in feelings and emotional states recognition. This statement is confirmed in454

the study proposed by Mehrabian et al. [95], which states that in some context the visual,455

vocal and verbal elements participate in 55%, 38%, and 7% in feelings and attitude456

communication, respectively. Such studies motivated researchers in computer vision457

and affective computing to develop automated systems for emotional states and human458

affects detection and understanding from facial expressions and body language visual459

data [151]. The dynamic nature of facial expressions of human face motivated to model460

and analyze this problem in 2D videos in an early stage. The challenges that affect461

2D videos, especially the pose variation and illumination changes, can hinder accurate462

facial expression analysis. More comprehensive survey of video-based facial expression463

analysis, challenges and limitations can be found in [97, 114].464

The problems of pose variations and illumination changes can be solved in 3D465

modality, which had a great advancement in last few years where several 3D dynamic466

databases were collected for facial expression and action units recognition as discussed467

later in detail. In addition to this technological feasibility of studying facial expressions468

in 3D dynamic space, the human face itself is a 3D dynamic surface by nature. Several469

approaches appeared in last few years in the literature addressing the problem of470

automatic facial expressions analysis from 3D dynamic data, either from high-resolution471

3D data or low-resolution depth data. The methodologies used in these approaches472

fall in two main groups – the 3D feature tracking approaches, and the second group473

including the 3D deformation based approaches, which depend on estimating the non-474

rigid deformation between static 3D frames themselves or by fitting a generic model.475
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2.3.1 3D feature tracking approaches476

In this category of 3D dynamic facial sequences analysis, there are two methods. The477

first one is called local feature tracking. In this method, the 3D facial scans are divided478

into small patches around keypoints or landmarks, a local 3D feature is extracted from479

each patch and tracked along the video to have a spatio-temporal descriptor. The second480

method is called landmarks tracking approach. It focuses only on the keypoints or481

landmarks themselves not on the facial patches around them, where some distances482

between predefined landmarks on the facial scan are computed and tracked over the483

time to model the 3D facial dynamics data.484

Local feature tracking approaches485

Tracking the local spatial information on 3D faces through the video is one of the most486

common methodologies. Selecting the local descriptor is a critical point, and the 3D scans487

alignment is very important.488

One of the earliest studies that addressed facial expression recognition from 3D489

dynamic scans is proposed by Sun et al. [128], which was applied for 3D dynamic face490

recognition and it is discussed in the previous section. The same approach was applied491

to classify the six facial expressions on the frame level using LDA classifier. The average492

recognition rate is 83.7%, which is better than the results obtained from 2D videos493

and 3D static approaches on the same database. More recently, Reale et al. [105] from494

the same group have proposed a 4D spatio-temporal descriptor called Nebula for 4D495

facial expressions and movement analysis. The starting point to build this descriptor is496

aligning the 3D frames precisely, and creating a local spherical voxel around the starting497

frame points, through the time. The curvature is computed for the points of this voxel498

and they are assigned into different label values to create the feature vector. Besides499

the curvature value, the least curvature polar angles are computed alongside the value500

to create the proposed spatio-temporal representation, which can be sensitive to the501

speed of performing the facial expression or the action unit. A histogram for each facial502

region is created from the three computed values (curvature value and the two polar503

angles) concatenating all histograms’ regions to have the final feature vector. This new504

4D descriptor is evaluated on BU-4DFE database for facial expression recognition and505

on BP4D-Spontaneous database for action units detection, and the reported results show506

that it outperforms previous spatio-temporal descriptors. This dynamic feature vector507

is computed on a subsequence of N frames, unlike the other vectors that are computed508
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between two frames, which can speed-up the performance.509

Furthermore, in [143] Xue et al. proposed a descriptor to analyze 3D expression510

sequences changing over time. The facial area is divided into spherical patches of radius511

r around 68 annotated landmarks. Applying Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) on the512

three dimensions of the data results in a spatio-temporal representation for the 3D513

facial patch through the time (called 3D-DCT). Concatenating the 3D-DCTs for all facial514

patches gives the final facial representation for the 3D subsequence of size N. Passing515

these high-dimensional feature vector into minimal redundancy maximal relevance516

(mRMR) allows to keep the most relevant features. Then, a nearest neighbor classifier is517

applied to recognize the six facial expressions on BU-4DFE database, which gives 78.8%518

recognition rate on average. The results obtained from this work state that producing519

the spatio-temporal features from subsequences is more appropriate than extracting it520

from frame-to-frame deformation method.521

In order to investigate the performance of 3D dynamic facial analysis on low-522

resolution depth data, Shao et al. [118] produced three different resolution depth videos523

from 3D videos of BU-4DFE database. In this work, the authors proposed to divide the524

facial area at both the gray scale (obtained from 2D color images) and the depth video (ob-525

tained from 3D scans) into spatio-temporal cuboids, then applying LBP-TOP descriptor526

on the volume data to have a robust representation for every cuboid. Pooling the feature527

vectors obtained from the grayscale and the depth cuboids together allows learning528

codebooks that represent dynamic facial expression videos by few feature vectors using529

sparse coding. Conditional Random Fields learning algorithm is used to classify the530

six expressions, and it obtains 83.07%, 79.38%, 69.1% for the six expressions using the531

three different decreasing resolutions, respectively. Addressing the same problem with 8532

landmarks only, Danelakis et al. in [37] proposed a geometrical descriptor called Heart533

Kernel Signature (HKS). This descriptor is computed around each landmark on the 3D534

mesh itself and on the normal vectors estimated at each vertex, then concatenating the535

set to build a spatial feature vector of the scan. Applying a wavelet-based transformation536

on these spatial features over time gives rise to the spatio-temporal representation.537

Evaluation results on BU-4DFE dataset show theirsuperiority against many others.538

Landmarks tracking approaches539

In this method, the 3D face is represented only by the landmarks position themselves540

and some distances among them. Tracking this simple spatial representation through the541

video gives the spatio-temporal representation used to classify the expression embedded542
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in the data. Berretti et al. [19] addressed the problem of facial expression recognition by543

proposing a real-time landmark tracking approach for analyzing 4D data. The method544

starts by detecting the nose tip first, then automatically detecting other facial landmarks545

around the mouth and eyes regions. A set of distances between mouth region areas, nose546

and mouth borders, and eyes area is computed to describe each 3D facial scan. These547

distances are normalized in two steps to be independent of the person. Finally, a HMM548

classifier is used for recognition evaluation on three expressions (Happy, Angry and549

Surprise) out of BU-4DFE database and achieves 76.3% classification rate on average.550

Another landmark-tracking-based approach is proposed by Jeni et al. [67] that addressed551

the independent person facial expression problem under pose variation in 2D and 3D552

dynamic facial data. In this method, the difference between landmarks of the neutral553

frame and the others through the video is measured and passed to multi-class SVM554

classifier. Evaluation on CK+ 2D video and BU-4DFE datasets shows interesting results.555

In this method, selecting stable landmarks tracking algorithm is very important for556

robust facial expression recognition performance.557

2.3.2 3D facial deformation approaches558

The main idea behind approaches in this category is the fitting accuracy performed559

between 3D frames and the reference to be able to measure the temporal evolution560

through the time. They are divided into two methods: the non-rigid facial deformation561

and the parametrized facial deformation.562

Non-Rigid facial deformation approaches563

The principle of these methods is the ability to capture the temporal deformation of the564

3D facial scans by fitting a reference model to the 3D frames of the video. For example,565

in [112] a fully automatic approach for analyzing facial expression is introduced. After566

preprocessing and alignment of 3D frames of one video, the motion temporal information567

obtained by computing the Free Deformation Model (FDD) initially presented in [110]568

between successive frames and a quad-tree decomposition is applied to the resulted569

FDDs vectors to have more accurate feature description. Feature selection and training570

step are implemented in the same time using GentleBoost classifiers one for onset and571

another for offset segments. The temporal modeling is performed using HMMs, where572

the full expressions is considered as one HMM of 4 steps: the expression starts with573

neutral, then onset, apex and ends with offset. This approach is evaluated on three574
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expressions (Happy, Angry, Surprise) available in BU-4DFE database and a comparison575

with 2D video data is conducted. Obtained results, 81.93% recognition rate, show that576

3D dynamic data gives a higher performance. An extension of this work is presented in577

[113].578

A fully automatic 4D facial expression analysis approach is presented in [46]. In this579

work, Fang et al. proposed a new 4D data registration approach that preserves temporal580

coherence between successive scans and robustness against outliers. The LBP-TOP581

descriptor initially proposed in [157] is implemented on the difference maps between582

3D video frames and the first frame. Evaluation on BU-4DFE database gives 74.63%583

on the six expressions, it gives 96.71% when it is tested on three expressions (Angry,584

Happy and Surprise) and it gives 95.75% when it is tested on (Happy, Sad and Surprise).585

A Similar approach was proposed by the same authors in [45]. Different registration586

algorithms are evaluated including ICP (Iterative Closest Point) and more advanced587

mesh matching techniques, like MeshHOG and Spin Images with application to facial588

expression recognition from 3D static and dynamic scans. Since template fitting used in589

these approaches is important especially under facial expressions, recently, Cheng et al.590

[31] proposed a new algorithm to adapt a 3D model to a high-resolution depth scan. This591

fitting algorithm, called Active non-rigid ICP, can handle the highly deformable nature592

of the face by learning statistical models for local regions. Combining these statistical593

models with non-rigid Iterative Closet Point (ICP) algorithm, which is used also in [8],594

is implemented to have robust fitting. Evaluating the performance of the new fitting595

algorithm is approved by its higher performance on facial expression recognition from596

BU-4DFE database especially in strongly deformed scans, like in surprise expression.597

Facial parameterization-based approaches598

In [39] and [15], the authors proposed a Riemannian framework, which allows dealing599

with 3D face registration and pose normalization. The authors started a parameterization600

based on radial curves emanating from the nose tip with fixed rotation angle between601

them. These curves allow to capture the geometry of the 3D face where every curve602

consists of fixed number of points. To capture the dynamic facial deformation through603

the video, they used Riemannian method for shape analysis of curves to compute the604

Dense Scalar Fields (termed DSF). This DSF is the tangent vector field between the605

corresponding curves that belong to two different 3D faces after considering each curve as606

an element of a Riemannian manifold. Two classification schemes are proposed (1) using607

a multi-class Random Forest algorithm applied on the mean deformations and (2) HMM608
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classifier applied on the motion. The authors provided evaluations on BU4DFE database609

with an average recognition rate of 93.21%. In [78], Le et al. presented a spatio-temporal610

method, which uses the planar iso-level curves as 3D face parameterization. These level611

curves give the spatial information of the 3D facial scan, and they used the Chamfer612

distance between corresponding curves of successive frames to capture the temporal613

evolution over time. Resulted features represent a spatio-temporal information, and614

they are passed to a HMM classifier. The evaluation results reported on happy, sad and615

surprise expressions gives 92.22% in average recognition rate from BU-4DFE dataset. A616

recent and more comprehensive survey on facial expression recognition from 3D video617

sequences is published in [38].618

2.4 Spontaneous emotion recognition619

Within the efforts dedicated to bring spontaneous facial expressions from 2D to 3D,620

databases started recently to appear considering this aspect. For example, in [7] Sherin621

et al. presented a Kinect based facial expressions database for recognizing seven acted622

and spontaneous expressions of 32 subjects. Zhang et al. [152] presented a high-resolution623

3D dynamic spontaneous facial expression database with 3D and 2D textured videos624

for 41 subjects. Mahmoud et al. [90] created a 2D texture and depth video database for625

complex mental states including, in addition to the face, the upper part of the body. In626

particular, incorporating these latter data in the dataset can help in understanding the627

complex emotional and affect states.628

Several works appeared in last few years addressing the spontaneous facial expres-629

sions classification. In [36], Cruz et al. proposed a bio-inspired approach for spontaneous630

facial emotion analysis. Authors of this work were motivated by the cognitive principle631

according to which the human vision system pays more attention to the parts of the632

scene with the highest dynamics. This approach implemented this principle by unfixed633

video down-sampling rate. The results confirmed that temporal video down-sampling634

according to the temporal change is more efficient than uniform rate down-sampling635

and faster than using the full video frame rate. This method is limited mainly by the636

influence of the accuracy of the apex labeling on the performance. Abd El Meguid et637

al. [3] proposed a fully automatic framework for spontaneous facial expressions detection638

and classification using random forest classifier. This framework works independently639

of the training dataset, and in unconstrained scenarios with pose and illumination640

variation, also providing real-time performance. In [103], an aggression detection out641
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of other spontaneous facial expressions framework is presented by PiƒÖtkowska and642

Martyna. Senechal et al. [117] present an algorithm to detect spontaneous asymmetric643

facial expressions, like (smark) out of natural symmetric facial expressions from 2D644

videos. In [150], Zeng et al. proposed a one-class classification problem to distinguish645

between emotional facial expressions and non-emotional ones. A kernel subspace method646

is applied to model the facial expressions with support vector data description classi-647

fier and validated on Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) database [109]. Kamarol et648

al. [72] proposed a new spatio-temporal feature extraction method with application to649

spontaneous facial expressions classification, which outperforms the state of the art650

feature extraction methods in term of classification rate and computational time. Liu651

and Yin [82] proposed a new descriptor for spontaneous facial expression analysis, but652

using thermal video images. More detailed and comprehensive surveys on automatic653

human affect detection and recognition from facial expressions are available in [25, 114].654

From this review, one can note the increasing interest in this research direc-655

tion, recently. This thesis investigated this problem as it will be presented in Chapter 5.656

2.5 Subspace representation for face classification657

Subspace representation for dynamic facial information either for image sets or for image658

sequences (videos) showed a great success in this field of computer vision. Shigenaka659

et al. [119] proposed a Grassmann distance mutual subspace method (GD-MSM) and660

Grassmann Kernel Support Vector Machine (GK-SVM) comparison study for the face661

recognition problem from a mobile 2D video database. In [89], Lui et al. proposed a662

geodesic distance based algorithm for face recognition from 2D image sets. In this663

work, they exploited the canonical correlation analysis between two subspaces and664

used geodesic distance to consider the whole geometry of the subspace in the similarity665

score. Experiments conducted on 2D face image datasets show better recognition for666

this approach over others. More recently, Wang et al. [66] proposed learning projection667

distance on Grassmann manifold for face recognition from image sets. Every image668

set is represented as a Gaussian distribution over the manifold to model the data669

overall distribution, not only the image sets information, which results in an improved670

recognition. Turaga et al. [132] presented a statistical method for video based face671

recognition. These methods use subspace-based models and tools from Riemannian672

geometry of the Grassmann manifold. Intrinsic and extrinsic statistics are derived673

for maximum-likelihood classification applications. In [60], Harandi et al. proposed a674
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Grassmann Discriminant Analysis (GDA) approach, which is an extension of the Linear675

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) algorithm to work with nonlinear structures. A graph676

embedding framework is used in this work to build two within-class and between-class677

similarity graphs, which move the classification problem from non-linear Grassmann678

manifold into vector linear space. The application of this approach to face recognition679

and object classification shows good results.680

From these presented works, the subspace representation of the 2D facial image sets681

or sequences showed a high performance and robustness against noise, missing data.682

Besides, it reduced the computational costs of comparing two image sets in many to683

many scenario and converted it into two low dimensional linear subspaces comparison.684

All of that, gives us the motivation to explore the performance of subspace representation685

for modeling 3D dynamic data for the first time.686

2.6 Physical pain detection in videos687

Physical pain detection and estimation from facial images attracted more attention688

recently due to its important applications in healthcare systems, clinical treatment689

especially for people in a coma, under surgery or suffering from speech organs disor-690

ders. Lucey et al. [85] presented a facial video database (known as UNBC-McMaster691

Shoulder Pain Expression archive) for people suffering from shoulder pain with action692

unit coding on the frame level of the video. The same authors extended the work in [86],693

by proposing an Active Appearance Model (AAM) system that can detect the frame694

with pain expression out of others in 2D texture videos. A full automatic pain intensity695

estimation approach from 2D image sequences from UNBC-MacMaster database is696

presented by Kaltwang et al. [71]. In [74], Khan et al. proposed a new facial descrip-697

tor called pyramid local binary pattern (PLBP), with application to pain detection on698

UNBC-Macmaster database. Their approach gives near real-time performance, with699

high recognition rate. Unlike previously mentioned works, Sikka et al. [122] proposed700

sequence level spatial-temporal descriptor instead of frame level to exploit the advantage701

of temporal information in the 2D video in combination with bag-of-words framework.702

This approach gives better results on MacMaster Shoulder Pain database approving the703

positive effect of temporal information on recognizing pain.704

Since the works listed above are based on 2D images, they are affected by pose705

and illumination variations, which can be solved by moving to 3D imaging systems.706

Following other facial computer vision problems, pain recognition may be considered707
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in 3D facial databases. In BP4D-Spontaneous 3D dynamic database [152], there is one708

task of spontaneous physical pain experience for 41 subjects. Zhang et al. [154] proposed709

a pain-related action units detection on BP4D database using binary edge feature710

representation. This approach exploits the available temporal information alongside the711

3D facial scans as well as their robustness against pose variation. A more comprehensive712

survey on pain detection from facial expressions can be found in [10].713

From the review above, it emerges the importance of the early detection aspect for714

several applications, especially computer machine interaction, and the very limited715

works that addressed this problem for spontaneous facial expression from 3D716

dynamic data. This was the main motivation to orient part of the work in this717

thesis to explore the opportunities and limitations that 3D dynamic data have718

for a such complex scenario.719

2.7 Early event detection in videos720

The majority of video analysis methods propose expression classification based on the721

observation of the entire 3D dynamic sequence (i.e., a decision is taken once the full722

sequence is observed). In these works, no emphasis is placed on the responsiveness, i.e.,723

on the capability to produce a correct classification just from a partial observation, as724

short as possible, of the sequence. This latter capability is indeed expected to be of great725

relevance to real contexts of application. Studying the trade-off between the accuracy726

and observation size for rapid recognition is an important topic in a wide spectrum of727

applications, ranging from video security to clinical treatments. This aspect has been728

investigated through several studies, in different domains and from different perspectives.729

Indeed, the trade-off between the accuracy and observation size for rapid recognition is730

an important topic in a wide spectrum of real applications. Schindler and Van Gool [115],731

first investigated this aspect by evaluating how many frames were required to enable732

action classification in RGB-videos. They found that short action snippets with as few733

as 1–7 frames were almost as informative as the entire video. This aspect has been734

addressed in few works. Su et al. [126] presented a high-frame-rate 3D facial expressions735

recognition system, based on an early AdaBoost classifier, but the test dataset was736

limited to few subjects and the facial expressions were posed, with a very high temporal737

resolution. The six basic expressions are collected five times for the same person with738

100 fps as a temporal resolution. The concatenated animations of facial markers position739

in the 3D space are used as a feature vector after refining them by wavelet spectral740
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subtraction. In [127], Su and Sato proposed an early recognition framework based on741

RankBoost with application to facial expression recognition. Starting from the fact that742

the intensity of the facial expression generally increases from the onset to the apex743

monotonically, this increase is learned by weak rankers in the same temporal order.744

Applying the weight propagation on the weak rankers, the early recognition system is745

built. Results are reported on the Cohn-Kanade (CK) 2D video dataset, and on a small746

3D high temporal resolution dataset of six subjects.747

More recently, Hoai and De la Torre [63] proposed a learning formulation for early748

event detection. Their maximum-margin framework is devised for training temporal749

event detectors capable of recognizing partial events, thus enabling early detection with750

minimal latency. Their method extends the Structured Output SVM to accommodate751

sequential data. They showed the effectiveness of the framework for detecting facial752

expressions, recognizing hand gestures, and classifying human activities from video753

sequences.754

2.8 Dynamic facial datasets755

In this section, a comprehensive survey for the spontaneous dynamic 2D and 3D dataset756

oriented for facial expressions problems will be survey and the most important 3D757

dynamic (4D) facial analysis datasets.758

2.8.1 Spontaneous dynamic facial expression datasets759

Facial expressions classification and emotional states detection remained for long-time760

focusing on acted facial expressions due to the difficulty of collecting and annotating761

spontaneous and natural facial expression databases. Recently, more attention has been762

paid to the analysis of spontaneous facial expression and emotion detection. Several763

databases have been collected for this purpose as reviewed hereafter.764

The FeedTUM database [137] proposed by Wallhoffet et al. who tried to solve the765

problem of deliberated facial expression in dynamic databases. So, it gathered the basic766

six emotions from 18 different individuals. To achieve spontaneous facial expressions,767

they played video clips or still images after a short introduction phase instead of telling768

the person to play a role. This includes that head moves in all directions are also769

allowed. Videos are captured using Sony XC-999P camera that gives images with size of770

640×480 pixels, a color depth of 24 bits and a frame rate of 25 frames per second. Due771
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to capacity reasons, the images where converted into 8 Bit JPEG-compressed images772

with a size of 320×240. The DaFEx database [12] proposed by Battocchi et al. is a773

database created with the purpose of providing a benchmark for the evaluation of the774

facial expressibility of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs). DaFEx consists of 1008775

short videos containing emotional facial expressions of the 6 Ekman’s emotions plus the776

neutral expression. The facial expressions were recorded by 8 Italian professional actors777

(4 male and 4 female) in two acting conditions ("utterance" and "no- utterance") and at 3778

intensity levels (high, medium, low). For capturing videos, a Canon MV360i was placed779

on tripod is used. After a post-processing step, final data saved in .avi format yielding780

a final size on screen of 360×288 pixels. To overcome the challenges of illumination781

variation in imaging conditions, Wang et al in [139] created NVIE 2D videos, which782

contain visible and thermal infrared images for natural and posed database for six basic783

expressions of 100 subjects. Two cameras have been used for this task, a DZ-GX25M 2D784

visible camera with 30 fps as temporal resolution which gives 704×480 image sizes. A785

SAT-HY6850 infrared camera with 25 frames per second as temporal resolution, which786

gives images of size 320×240 and wave band 8−14 µm. The LIRIS-ACCEDE database787

proposed by Baveye et al. in [14] is a large 2D videos database collected from public788

available films and movies with extensive annotation for affective content analysis. It789

contains 9,800 clips that last between 8 to 12 seconds extracted from 160 different790

movies. This database is annotated in Arousal-Valence space by experts and available for791

public use. The MAHNOB-HCI multimodal database is proposed in [123] by Soleymani792

et al. It contains facial videos, voice data, eye gaze data and peripheral/central nervous793

system physiological signals for 27 subjects. Spontaneous emotions induced by showing794

videos to the participants. Facial visual data captured using two imaging systems, one795

Allied Vision Stingray F-046C, a color camera, and five Allied Vision Stingray F-046B,796

monochrome cameras. The temporal resolution for all cameras is 60 fps and the spatial797

resolution is 780×580.798

In [92], Mavadati et al. created a spontaneous action units intensity database called799

DISFA. There are 27 subjects in this database that were collected using a high-resolution800

(1,024×768pixels) BumbleBee point gray stereo-vision system at 20 frames per sec-801

ond under uniform illumination. Action units’ intensity levels are annotated using a802

scale from 0 (action unit not activated) to 5 (maximum intensity) by two FACS expert803

coder. 66 landmarks were annotated using an Active Appearance Model (AAM) method.804

In [93], Mckeown collected an audio-visual database, SEMAINE, for spontaneous ef-805

fective states by interaction between an operator and the participant consisted of 20806
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subjects. The operator plays four different roles to evoke four different emotional states807

for the participants. A high-resolution imaging system is used, which consists of five808

synchronized cameras that record by 50 fps as temporal resolution and 780×580 as809

spatial resolution. Annotation is made on five dimensions – Valence, Activation, Power,810

Anticipation/Expectation – with the addition of Overall Emotional Intensity. SMIC is a811

spontaneous micro-expression database proposed in [80] by Xiaobai et al. It contains 164812

micro-expression 2D video clips that belongs to 16 subjects which can be a benchmark for813

micro-expressions detection and recognition approaches. 16 movies are used to induce814

the spontaneous emotions of the participants. A high speed (HS) camera (PixeLINK815

PL-B774U, 640×480) of 100 fps was used to collect the database in addition to another816

normal speed 25 fps imaging system, which consists of a normal visual camera and a817

near infrared camera of spatial resolution 640×480 both.818

Within the efforts dedicated to bring spontaneous facial expressions from 2D into 3D,819

new databases started to appear recently considering this aspect. Mahmoud et al. in [90]820

collected a set of 108 audio/video segments of natural complex mental states of 7 subjects.821

Each video is acquired with the Kinect camera, including both the appearance (RGB)822

and depth information. The data capture natural facial expressions and the accompanied823

hand gestures. The emotional states are: Agreeing, Bored, Disagreeing, Disgusted, Excite,824

Happy, Interested, Sad, Surprised, Thinking and Unsure. This database was collected825

using two cameras: the HD cameras provide 720×576 pixel resolution color images826

at 25 fps and the Kinect sensor provides a color image and a disparity map, which827

is the inverse of depth values, at 30 fps. In [7], depth spontaneous facial expressions828

VT-KFER database is proposed for acted and spontaneous facial expressions. It includes829

7 expressions, which are happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, fear, anger, and neutral830

for 32 subjects. A set of 121 automatically detected facial landmarks is provided with831

the depth frames with their correspondence on 2D texture images. The Microsoft Kinect832

camera was used in the acquisition.833

From works summarized in Table 2.1, we can notice the increasing interest is moving834

from acted facial expressions and action units into the spontaneous ones, which are835

closer to real world scenarios, but more challenging for automatic recognition and836

detection. Also, most of the works induced the spontaneous emotions by showing specific837

videos in front of the participants, other techniques hiring professional actors, taking838

videos from movies or making interaction with an operator. Most recently, spontaneous839

facial emotion analysis brought into 3D domain by collecting depth and 3D high-840

resolution spontaneous datasets.841
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Table 2.1: Overview of spontaneous facial expressions and action units datasets.

Reference # Subject Type Imaging Systems Purpose
FeedTUM [137] 18 2D video Sony XC-999P FER

DaFEx [12] 8 actors 2D video Canon MV360i FER

NVIE [139] 100
2D video/
Infrared

DZ-GX25M /
HY6850

FER

LIRIS-ACCEDE [14] NA 2D video from movies FER

MAHNOB-HCI [123] 27 2D video Vision Stingray F-046C FER

DISFA [92] 27 2D video BumbleBee stereo-vision Aus

SEMAINE [93] 20 2D video Color and Gray cameras FER

SMIC [80] 16 2D video
HS PixeLINK PL-B774U /
Near Infrared camar

Micro FER

Depth Corpus [90] 7
2D video/
Depth

HD cameras /
MS Kinect 1.0

ESR

VT-KFER [7] 32
2D video/
Depth

MS Kinect 1.0 FER

BP4D [152] 41
3D video/
2D video

Di3D system FER/ AUs

2.8.2 3D dynamic facial databases842

In recent years, several facial 3D dynamic databases have been introduced to analyze843

the dynamic nature of human faces, mainly for expression/emotion and action units844

recognition. The BU-4DFE dataset, collected by Yin et al. [148] consists of 4D faces845

(sequences of 3D faces). The database included 101 subjects and was created using846

the Di4D (Dimensional Imaging) passive stereo-photogrammetry imaging system. It847

contains sequences of the six prototypical facial expressions with their temporal segments848

(neutral-onset-apex-offset-neutral) with each sequence lasting approximately 4 seconds.849

The temporal and spatial resolution is 25 fps and 35,000 vertices, respectively. The850

main limits of this database are that it contains posed facial expressions, and restricted851

acquisition environment (well-controlled illumination and frontal view of the subject’s852

face), which makes it far from real scenarios. Cosker et al. [35] presented the first853

database that contains coded examples of dynamic 3D Action Units (AUs) in D3DFACS.854

There are 10 subjects in this dataset, including 4 FACS experts, and they were asked to855

perform 38 AUs in various combinations. Totally, there are 519 AUs sessions at 60 fps as856

temporal resolution. Each action unit consisting of 90 frames approximately. An FACS857

expert coded the peak of each sequence. It is more oriented for AUs recognition, captured858

under highly conditioned framework with posed facial expressions, too. The Hi4D-ADSIP859
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Table 2.2: Comparison of existing 4D Face databases.

Database # Subjects
Temporal

Resolution
Spatial

Resolution
Illumination

condition
Pose

variation
Bu4DFE: [148] 101 25 fps 35k Controlled Limited

BP4D-Spon: [155] 41 25 fps 40k Controlled Limited

D3DFACS: [35] 10 60 fps 30k Controlled No

Hi4DADSIP:[91] 80 60 fps 20k Controlled Limited

database, presented by Matuszewski et al. in [91] is a 3D dynamic facial database,860

which contains facial articulation. Both, the temporal resolution, 60 fps, and the spatial861

resolution, 2352×1728 pixels per frame, are highly recorded using the Di4D system. In862

total, there are 80 subjects in this dataset with 3360 sequences. Subjects have various863

age, gender and race. The seven basic facial expressions are included with seven facial864

articulations. The main reason to include these articulations is to support the clinical865

research on facial dysfunctions. The facial expression recognition algorithm was applied866

to validate the part of the database containing standard facial expressions. Two different867

algorithms in static and dynamic mode are applied. In addition, a psycho-physical868

experiment that was used to formally evaluate the accuracy of recorded expressions is869

conducted. Where the first dataset is publicly available, the two last ones are private.870

Finally, Zhang et al. [155] have created a high-resolution spontaneous 3D dynamic871

facial expression Database, called BP4D-Spontaneous. Also, for this dataset, the Di4D872

system was used for the acquisition, but the expressions are not posed; instead they are873

spontaneously conveyed by the participants. Expressions include happiness or amuse-874

ment, sadness, surprise, embarrassment, fear or nervous, physical pain, anger or upset875

and disgust. There are 41 participants in this database. For each subject, 3D and 2D876

videos lasting about 1 minute for each scenario are captured. Manually annotated action877

units (FACS AU) by a certified FACs coders, automatically tracked facial landmarks878

and head pose in 3D/2D videos are provided with the database. Table 2.2 presents a879

comparison between existing dynamic 3D face datasets and the dynamic part of our880

3D-4D database.881

From this summary, one can note the following points – the great recent interest of882

the community in facial analysis from dynamic data is motivated by the importance of883

the new dimension (time) for better understanding of facial expressions, emotions and884

action units; Most of these datasets are designed for facial expressions and/or action885

units problem and do not address face recognition.886
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2.9 Conclusion887

In this chapter, we have reviewed prior work to facial analysis from dynamic data, in888

particular for two applications – face recognition and emotion classification. A taxonomy889

of current literature is first presented, then a set of papers have been discussed in each890

category. From this review, one can first note the novelty of the topic – exploiting 4D891

data for face understanding. Only very few research groups have made advanced studies892

and have confirmed the interest of using sequences of 3D facial shapes instead of video893

data. However, the proposed approaches are computationally expensive in general and894

often need 3D landmarks annotation and tracking. The most promising representations895

and methodologies are derived from 3D (static) approaches, such that template fitting896

and non-rigid registration, which are time-consuming and sensitive to noisy and missing897

data. The above-mentioned challenges have motivated us, in this thesis, to focus on898

representations suitable for dynamic data based on subspace methods as a first modeling899

level. In a next level, two major representations based on dictionaries and trajectories900

are proposed for dictionary learning and sequential analysis, respectively.901

In the next chapter, we shall introduce essential mathematical materials of Grass-902

mann manifolds and computational tools needed to introduce our contributions.903
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3
GEOMETRIC FRAMEWORK FOR MODELING 3D FACIAL

SEQUENCES

3.1 Introduction

From the previous chapter, one can note the important aspects and motivations, which904

lie behind our choice to work on 3D dynamic facial sequences for face recognition and905

early detection of spontaneous emotional states and affects. Inside, the very first and906

important question, which needs to be answered is – Which representations of static907

and dynamic shapes are more suitable to study such problems?908

In this chapter, we start presenting the dynamic 3D data and the subspace represen-909

tation adopted in our solutions. In Sect. 3.2, we introduce the subspace representation910

and why it is selected in this work. The notation of Grassmann manifold is given with911

the definitions of several distances and metrics in Sect. 3.3. Sect. 3.4 presents statistical912

learning algorithms that are very important to manipulate and classify the original dy-913

namic data from the subspace representation. The dynamic representing of 3D sequences914

as trajectories on Grassmann and Stiefel manifolds and how to model spatio-temporal915

information from these trajectories using distances and velocity vectors are presented in916

Sect. 3.5. Finally, we conclude the chapter in Sect. 3.6.917
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3.2 Which data of interest?918

In Fig. 3.1, we show an example of 3D sequence acquired by a single-view structured-light919

3D scanner with a large field-of-view. One can appreciate the deformations of the 3D920

scan over time. In addition, the frames present different poses of the body, and include921

undesirable parts, such as the neck, the shoulders, etc.922

time 

…. 

frame f t 

Figure 3.1: Equally-spaced 3D frames of a sample dynamic facial sequence (of the author)

conveying a happiness expression. The sequence shows some challenges, such as pose

variations, incomplete data and noise.

Actually, from the state-of-the-art, we note the two main categories to model 4D923

facial scans are: First, 3D feature tracking, which depends basically on the accuracy924

of detecting landmarks through the video; Second, the 3D deformation of facial scans925

by comparison with reference model or another scan. These two methodologies can be926

affected badly when applying them on noisy 3D facial data captured under unconstrained927

scenarios. Starting from this point and encouraged by the results achieved in 2D dynamic928

facial analysis, we decided to use the subspace representation to model 3D videos in929

this work. The compactness of this representation derives from projecting the high930

dimensional data in low-dimensional representation while keeping the informative part,931

being able at the same time of discarding noise and compensate missing data. If needed,932

one can come back from the new compact representation into the original data due to its933

faithfulness.934

Now, let us consider two 3D facial videos V1,V2, we want to know for example if they935

belong to the same person class (for identity recognition) or they convey the same emotion936

(facial expression recognition). The main question here is: How can we measure the937

similarity between these two videos? This similarity measure is the first step for938

going further toward classification and statistical learning algorithms. By modeling these939

two videos as k dimensional linear subspaces X ,Y on Rn, these subspaces lie naturally940
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in space of linear subspaces, which is a special Riemannian manifold called Grassmann941

manifold. Over this non-flat manifold, the length of the shortest path between two942

elements (subspaces) is well defined as a geodesic distance. Several techniques have943

been developed in the literature in order to find a linear projection of high-dimensional944

data into a lower finite dimension linear subspace. The main motivation for adopting945

this representation is its ability to reveal a hidden principle structure of the raw data,946

compensating for missing parts and discarding noise. Principle Component Analysis947

(PCA) [68] is one of the most common approaches for dimensionality reduction, and it948

has been used early for face recognition in the Eigenfaces approach [133]. Another data949

reduction technique related to PCA is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). SVD is950

often used when the informative data are more related to the global structure than the951

variation, so keeping the mean can be meaningful in these cases whereas it is removed952

in PCA method.953

A great interest has been paid recently to matrix manifolds and their use to solve com-954

puter vision problems [88]. Advanced mathematical and statistical learning algorithms955

have been already defined on these manifolds. Learning approaches solved the problem of956

non-linearity representation by intrinsic methods that start from the fact these manifolds957

have a linear structure locally [132] or extrinsic approaches that embed the non-linear958

manifold into another manifold with a linear structure [59]. The principle of modeling959

real world data in low-dimensional linear subspaces approved its efficiency in numerous960

applications, like object recognition from image sets and videos [132], spatio-temporal961

dynamic system representation [9], image analysis and filtering [134], object tracking962

[84], etc. More recently, several learning approaches on manifold appeared that address963

the spatio-dynamic modeling as a trajectory on the manifold, which showed efficient964

performance on several computer vision applications, like in action classification [9, 16].965

The ability to represent a sequence of subspaces as a parameterized trajectory by the966

time can be an excellent solution for emotional states and complex affects detection from967

3D dynamic data.968

3.3 Geometry of Grassmann manifolds969

The Riemannian manifold by definition is a nonlinear topological structure that has a970

Euclidean space property locally with a defined metric that can give a similarity measure971

between two elements on the manifold. Let us have two sets of points A and B in one972

space, and the relation between their elements is equivalence, i.e., every certain set of973
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points from set A is equivalent to one specific point in set B. This relation defines the974

group B as a quotient of group A. Following this quotient principle, the geometry of975

Stiefel Lk(Rn) and Grassmann Gk(Rn) manifolds will be presented as a quotients of the976

special orthogonal group SO(n).977

3.3.1 Special orthogonal group978

The generalized linear group GL(n) of n×n non-singular matrices forms a differentiable979

manifold. Even though the differentiable manifold is not a vector space, it can be consid-980

ered subsets of Euclidean space locally. Later, we will see the importance of this property981

of local linearity for adapting the Euclidean mathematical and statistical tools to these982

manifolds. Since the GL(n) is a differentiable manifold and a group at the same time, it983

forms a Lie Group LG(n). The Special Orthogonal Group SO(n) obtained by considering984

the subset of orthogonal matrices with determinant +1. Thus, SO(n) is a submanifold of985

LG(n) and keeps Lie Group structure.986

The first step towards doing differential calculus on a manifold is to specify the

tangent space. For the identity matrix I, which is an element of SO(n), the tangent space

TI(SO(n)) is the set of all n×n skew-symmetric matrices given by:

(3.1) TI(SO(n))= {X ∈Rn×n | X + X T = 0}.

Definition 3.3.1. The Tangent Space TO(SO(n)) at any point O ∈ SO(n) is a rotation of

the identity matrix tangent space TI(SO(n)), and it is given formally as:

(3.2) TO(SO(n))= {OX |X ∈ TI(SO(n))}.

After defining the tangent space, let us define an inner product for any X ,Y ∈987

TO(SO(n)) where < X ,Y >= tr(XY T) and tr is the sum of the diagonal elements in988

the matrix, the group SO(n) becomes a Riemannian manifold. Starting from the bi-989

invariant Riemannian structure obtained, it is possible to measure the length of paths990

on a manifold.991

Definition 3.3.2. Let us have two points O1,O2 ∈ SO(n), the Riemannian Metric be-

tween these two points can be defined as the infimum of the length of all smooth paths

on SO(n), which has O1 as a beginning and O2 as an end given by:

(3.3) d(O1,O2)= inf
{α:[0,1]→SO(n) |α(0)=O1,α(1)=O2}

∫ 1

0

√
〈dα(t)

dt
,
dα(t)

dt
〉dt.
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The path α̂, which achieves the above minimum is a geodesic between O1 and O2992

on SO(n). This geodesic can be computed from the matrix exponential as well. It is993

important to highlight that the geodesic here is a constant speed curve defined by its994

initial velocity and it is different from the geodesic distance, which is a Riemannian995

distance between two points on the Grassmann manifold.996

Definition 3.3.3. Let us have a matrix A of size n× n, the Matrix Exponential of A
exp(A) can be computed as follows:

(3.4) exp(A)= I + A
1!

+ A2

2!
+ A3

3!
+ ...

Starting from this equation, it is possible to define geodesics on SO(n) as follows:997

Let us have an orthonormal matrix O ∈ SO(n) and any skew-symmetric matrix X ,998

α(t)=Oexp(tX ) is the unique geodesic in SO(n) passing through O with velocity vector999

OX at t = 0.1000

The exponential map is very important for statistics on the manifold, because it1001

allows moving a point from the tangent space to the manifold.1002

Definition 3.3.4. If M is a Riemannian manifold and p ∈ M, the Exponential Map
expp : Tp(M)→ M, is defined by expp(v)=αv(1), where αv is a geodesic starting at p. In

the case of SO(n), the exponential map expO : TO(SO(n))→ SO(n) is given by:

(3.5) expO(X )=Oexp(X ) ,

where the exponential map of O is the multiplication between O and its matrix exponen-1003

tial.1004

3.3.2 Stiefel manifold1005

Definition 3.3.5. Stiefel manifold is a set of k-dimensional orthonormal bases in Rn1006

where 1≤ k ≤ n.1007

Since every basis is represented by a matrix of size n×k with orthonormal columns,

this set can be seen as a quotient space of SO(n) as follows: We can consider SO(n−k)

as a subgroup with smaller rotations on SO(n) by defining an embedding function

φ1 : SO(n−k)→ SO(n) as:

(3.6) φ1(W)=
[

Ik 0

0 W

]
∈ SO(n).
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Now, we consider O1,O2 ∈ SO(n) to be equivalent, i.e., O1 ∼O2, if O1 =O2φ1(W) for

some W ∈ SO(n−k), where φ1(SO(n−k)) represents the rotations of SO(n), which rotates

only the last (n− k) components in Rn and keeping the first (k) without any rotation.

Thus, we defined a new equivalence relation between orthogonal matrices of size n×n,

where they are identical if the first k columns are identical regardless of the rest (n−k)

columns, and this class is given by:

(3.7) [O]α = {Oφ1(W) | W ∈ SO(n−k)}.

Since all [O]a have the same k first columns, we represent all elements of [O]α by one

submatrix U ∈Rn×k. So, Stiefel manifold of dimension k is the set of these equivalence

elements, i.e., a quotient space of the Special Orthogonal group SO(n) and it is given

simply by:

(3.8) Lk(Rn)= SO(n)/SO(n−k).

Definition 3.3.6. One possibility to define a Stiefel metric between two elements of this

manifold is given by the Frobenius norm. Consider two elements of Stiefel manifold

X ,Y ∈Lk(Rn). The Frobenius metric is defined by:

(3.9) dstie f el(X ,Y )= ‖X −Y ‖F

where ‖ . ‖F is the standard Frobenius norm, where ‖A‖F =
√

tr(AAt) .1008

3.3.3 Grassmann manifolds1009

Definition 3.3.7. The Grassmann manifold is the set of all k-dimensional subspaces1010

of Rn. Since that every n× k orthonormal matrix and all its rotations on SO(n), that1011

make different element of Stiefel manifold, represent the same subspace on Grassmann1012

manifold.1013

To define a structure of quotient space for Stiefel manifold Lk(Rn), let us consider

S(k)×S(n−k) as a subgroup of SO(n) defined by the function φ2 : (SO(k)×SO(n−k)→
SO(n) as:

(3.10) φ2(W1,W2)=
[

W1 0

0 W2

]
∈ SO(n).

O1 ∼ O2 if O1 = O2φ2(W1,W2) for some W1 ∈ SO(k) and W2 ∈ SO(n− k) O1 and O2 are

equivalent if the first k columns of O1 are rotations of the first k columns of O2 and the
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same for the rest (n−k) columns. An equivalence class is given by:

(3.11) [O]β = {Oφ2(W1,W2) | W1 ∈ SO(k), W2 ∈ SO(n−k)}.

Then, the set of all these equivalence classes form the Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn)

and it can be given formally as a quotient space of Special Orthogonal Group SO(n):

(3.12) Gk(Rn)= SO(n)/(SO(k)×SO(n−k)).

Consequently, it is a quotient space of Stiefel manifold Lk(Rn):

(3.13) Gk(Rn)=Lk(Rn)/SO(k).

From this definition for the Grassmann manifold, our adopted representation of1014

the 3D dynamic facial sequence of m frames lies naturally on these two manifolds.1015

This achieved after applying dimension-reduction technique on the original data, like1016

k-singular value decomposition (k−SV D).1017

The main motivation for dealing with Grassmann manifold as a quotient space of1018

the special orthogonal group SO(n) is that it allows us to inherit systematically the well1019

defined geodesics and tangent planes of the SO(n).1020

Definition 3.3.8. The Tangent Space of a Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn) can be induced1021

directly from the tangent space of the SO(n) since it is a quotient space of it as follows:1022

Let us have M/L as a quotient space of M under the action of a group L ⊂ M. Now,1023

for any point p ∈ M, a vector v ∈ Tp(M) can be considered as tangent to M/L, since it1024

is perpendicular to the tangent space Tp(pL)) where Tp(pL) is a subspace of Tp(M).1025

Following the same principle, we define the tangent space of Gk(Rn), while M = SO(n)1026

and L =φ2(SO(k)×SO(n−k)) with φ2 given in Eq. 3.10.1027

The tangent space TI(L) is considered as a subspace of TI(SO(n)) by defining the

embedding function φT :

(3.14) φT(A1, A2)=
[

A1 0

0 A2

]
∈ TI(SO(n)).

The tangent vectors to SO(n) and perpendicular to the space (TIk (SO(k))×TI(n−k)(SO(n−k)))

can be considered the tangent of Gk(Rn) after multiplication on right by matrix J ∈Rn×k,

which includes the first k columns of In ∈Rn×n. The tangent space at [J] is given by:

(3.15) T[J] = {

[
0

BT

]
\ B ∈Rk×(n−k)}
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If we have [U] ∈Gk(Rn), and O ∈ SO(n), then U =OT J. The tangent space at [U] is

given by:

(3.16) T[U](Gd(Rn))= {OTG \G ∈ T[J](Gk(Rn))}

3.3.4 Exponential and logarithm map on Grassmann manifolds1028

Since the Grassmann manifold is a quotient space of special orthogonal group SO(n), it1029

inherits the definition of exponential map that projects a point from the manifold into the1030

tangent vector space and its inverse, the logarithm map, that returns the point from the1031

tangent space to the manifold. These two algorithms are essentials to solve statistical1032

learning and optimization problems on Grassmann manifold by intrinsic manner. In1033

[50], Gallivan et al. presented efficient computational methods to implement these two1034

algorithms.1035

Definition 3.3.9. Let us have two subspaces X1,X2 ∈Gk(Rn) represented by two matri-1036

ces X1, X2 of size n× k. We need a method to calculate the velocity parameter V that1037

travels from X1 to X2 in the unit time called the velocity matrix.1038

The algorithm proposed by Gallivan et al. in [50] to compute this structure is given1039

by:1040

1. Compute the n×n orthogonal completion Q of X1.1041

2. Compute the thin decomposition of QT X2 given by:1042

QT X1 =
[

Y1

Y2

]
=

[
M1 0

0 M2

]
=

[
Γ(1)

Σ(1)

]
V T

1 .1043

3. Compute the angles given by the arcsin and arcos of the diagonal elements of Γ1044

and Σ respectively. Form the diagonal matrix Θ containing θs on its diagonal,1045

4. Compute V = M2ΘM1.1046

Definition 3.3.10. Let us have a X ∈ Gk(Rn), which is represented by an orthogonal1047

matrix X of size n× k with a direction matrix A ∈ R(n−k)×k that gives the direction1048

of the geodesic flow. The geodesic path β(t) of X at each time instance (t) is given by:1049

β(t)=Qexp(tA)J Where Q ∈ SO(n) and QT X = J and J = [Ik;On−k,k] called a moving1050

geodesic.1051

The main steps to sample the geodesic path β(t) presented in [50] are:1052
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1. computing the completion matrix of X , Q of size n×n by QR decomposition of X .1053

2. Apply SV D to decompose the direction matrix A =USV T .1054

3. Compute the diagonal matrices Γ(t) and Σ(t) of size k×k from diagonal elements of1055

S, such that γi(t)= cos(tθi) and σi(t)= sin(tθi), where Θ is the diagonal elements1056

of S (the principle angles).1057

4. β(t)=
[

UΓ(t)
−V TΣ(t)

]
for various values of t ∈ [0,1].1058

To illustrate these algorithms on Grassmann, let us have µ as an element of Gk(Rn),

the tangent space defined on the manifold at this point is Tµ. Using the logarithm map,

we can project point X1 ∈Gk(Rn) to the vector space Tµ to have V1 tangent vector. This

operation can be defined as:

(3.17) logµ : Gk(Rn)→ Tµ(Gk(Rn))

Also, we can project V2 from the vector space to the Grassmann manifold to have X2

element using the inverse operation (exponential map), which is given by:

(3.18) expµ : Tµ(Gk(Rn))→Gk(Rn)

Fig. 3.2 depicts these ideas on the Grassmann manifold.1059
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of a tangent plane at point µ and tangent vectors with their map

to the Grassmann manifold with Exponential and Logarithm map functions.
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3.3.5 Distances on Grassmann manifolds1060

The idea of using the Grassmann manifold representation is that a subsequence of 3D1061

or depth scans can be cast to a matrix representation, and thus mapped to a unique1062

point on the manifold. In this way, computing the similarity between two subsequences1063

is transformed to the problem of computing a Riemannian distance between two points1064

on the manifold.1065

It is important to differentiate between distance and metric terms on Grassmann.1066

The term distance is used to refer to similarity measure between two subspaces, which1067

has a non-negative value and invariant to any rotation of the subspace basis.1068

Definition 3.3.11. Let us have a function d : Gk(Rn)×Gk(Rn) → R, d is a Grassmann1069

Distance if d(X ,Y )= d(X R1,Y R2), ∀R1,R2 ∈ SO(k).1070

The metric is a distance, but it should satisfy the following conditions for any1071

X1,X2,X3 ∈ Gk(Rn)1072

1. d(X1,X2)≥ 0,1073

2. d(X1,X2)= 0 if and only if X1 =X2,1074

3. d(X1,X2)= d(X2,X1),1075

4. d(X1,X2)≤ d(X2,X3)+d(X1,X3).1076

More specifically, let X , Y denote a pair of subspaces of dimension k on Gk(Rn). The1077

Riemannian distance between X and Y is the length of the shortest path connecting1078

the two points on the manifold (i.e., the geodesic distance). The problem of computing1079

this distance can be solved using the notion of Principle Angles or Canonical Correlation,1080

introduced by Golub and Loan [52] as an intuitive and computationally efficient way for1081

defining the distance between two linear subspaces.1082

In fact, there is a set of principal angles Θ= [θ1, . . . ,θk] (0≤ θ1, . . . ,θk ≤π/2), between

the subspaces X and Y (see Fig. 3.3), recursively defined as follows:

(3.19) θk = cos−1
(
max
uk∈X

max
vk∈Y

〈uT
k ,vk〉

)
,

where uk and vk are the vectors of the basis spanning, respectively, the subspaces X1083

and Y , subject to the additional constraints: 〈uT
k ,uk〉 = 〈vT

k ,vk〉 = 1, being 〈., .〉 the inner1084

product in Rn; and 〈uT
k ,ui〉 = 〈vT

k ,vi〉 = 0 (∀ k, i : k 6= i).1085

1086
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Figure 3.3: Principal angles Θ = [θ1, ..,θk] computed between two linear subspaces X

and Y of the Grassmannian Gk(Rn).

In other words, the first principal angle θ1 is the smallest angle between all pairs of

unit basis vectors in the two subspaces and the cosine of the first principle angles is the

first canonical correlation. The kth principal angle and canonical correlation are defined

in a similar manner. Based on the definition of the principal angles, the geodesic distance

between X and Y can be defined as [42]:

(3.20) d2
Geo(X ,Y )= ‖Θ‖2 =

k∑
i
θ2

i .

Accordingly, the geodesic distance could be interpreted as the magnitude of the

smallest rotation that takes X to Y . Given the matrices X ,Y , where X = Span(X ) and

Y = Span(Y ), the principle angles can be computed by applying SVD on the matrix

X TY as follows:

(3.21) X TY =U (cosΘ)V T ,

where U = [u1, . . . ,uk], V = [v1, . . . ,vk], and cosΘ= diag(cosθ1, . . . ,cosθk). The principle1087

angles are ordered in non-decreasing form as follows:1088

0≤ θ1 ≤ ...θk ≤π/2.

consequently, the canonical correlation is in non-increasing order:1089

1≥ cosθ1 ≥ ...cosθk ≥ 0.

This distance is used to measure the similarity between two linear subspaces, even1090

though with two different dimensions, permitting to smooth the effect of noisy data, at1091

the same time showing robustness with respect to acquisition variations.1092

Based on the notion of principle angles, several other distances and metrics on the1093

Grassmann manifold were proposed in the literature. The most used distances and1094

metrics are given below with a discussion about their different geometrical meaning.1095
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Projection metric: It is defined as the l2 norm of sin of the principle angles between

two subspaces:

(3.22) d2
pro j(X ,Y )=

k∑
i=1

sin(θi)2 = k−
k∑

i=1
cos2(θi) .

This distance can be computed easily from the product of X TY . From equation.3.21,

the relation between SVD and X TY we can get:

(3.23) d2
pro j(X ,Y )= k−

k∑
i=1

cos2(θi)= k−||X T X −Y TY ||2F ,

where ||.||2F is the Frobenius norm on the matrix.1096

This Projection distance is a Grassmann distance because it is invariant to different1097

representations and it is a metric as well.1098

1099

Binet-Cauchy distance: It is defined as a function of the product of canonical

correlations:

(3.24) dBC(X ,Y )= (1−
k∏
i

cos2θi)1/2 .

It is computed from from the SVD of X TY as:

(3.25) d2
BC(X ,Y )= 1−

k∏
i

cos2θi = 1−det(X TY )2 ,

This distance is a Grassmann distance and a metric as well.1100

1101

Max Correlation: It is based on using only the smallest principle angle θ1, which

gives the largest canonical correlation as:

(3.26) dMax(X ,Y )= (1−cos2θ1)1/2 = sinθ1 .

It is a Grassmann distance but not a metric since it can be 0 even though the two1102

subspaces are not the same, so this can be a limitation for its use.1103

1104

Min Correlation: It is the opposite of Max Correlation, where it is based on only

the largest principle angle θk, which gives the lowest canonical correlation.

(3.27) dMin(X ,Y )= (1−cos2θk)1/2 = sinθk .
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It can also be rewritten as:

(3.28) dMin(X ,Y )= ||X T X −Y TY ||2,

where ||.||2 is the matrix l2 norm given by:1105

||A||2 = maxx 6=0
||Ax||2
||x||2 , A ∈Rm×n.

This distance is a Grassmann distance and satisfies the metric conditions.1106

1107

Procrustes distance: It is defined as the minimum distance between all possible

subspaces spanned by two bases as:

(3.29) dProc(X ,Y )= 2

(
k∑

i=1
sin(θi/2)

)1/2

.

It can also defined as:

(3.30) dProc(X ,Y )= min
R1,R2∈O()

||X R1 −Y R2||F .

By definition, the Procrustes distance is invariant under different representations1108

and furthermore is a valid metric.1109

1110

The selection of the best distance for an application depends mainly on the data1111

nature. For example, Max Correlation can be a good choice when the subspaces are1112

scattered, and the data is noisy, and then we can depend on the largest canonical1113

correlation only. The Min Correlation gives an opposite performance, since it uses the1114

smallest canonical correlation. Thus, it can be a good choice when the subspaces are1115

very close to each other and there is a slight difference among them. Binet-Cauchy1116

distance performance is close to Min Correlation since it seeks for the smallest possible1117

distance even though it uses all principle angles. Distances like Geodesic, Projection and1118

Procrustes, give intermediate performance between the Max and the Min correlation1119

distances. An experimental analysis for all of these metrics on 4D face recognition1120

problems will be presented for 4D face recognition problem in the next Chapter 4.1121

These measures capture different aspects of the distance on the manifold and can1122

help to explore the data distribution in the subspace represented by the singular vectors1123

for recognition and classification tasks.1124

3.4 Statistical learning on Grassmann manifolds1125

The subspace representation of 3D dynamic sequences as elements on Grassmann1126

manifold and how to measure similarity using different distances and metrics have been1127
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introduced in the previous section. Now, the most important concept is how statistical1128

learning approaches can be adapted to work properly on such non-linear structure in1129

order to combine advantages of subspace modeling with the statistical learning tools.1130

There are two main directions for statistical learning on Grassmann manifold in the1131

literature:1132

Intrinsic Method – This method relies on the basic idea of mapping the points of1133

the Grassmann manifold into a fixed tangent space using the logarithm map function1134

(i.e., a vector space) [27, 141]. The main constraint of this method is the computation1135

of logarithm map function, which does not have an explicit formula in the case of1136

Grassmann manifolds. This makes its estimation numerically not too accurate, especially1137

for the points far from the tangent space position and also it is time consuming. We will1138

discuss basic intrinsic methods like Karcher mean and k-means learning on Grassmann1139

later on.1140

Extrinsic Method – To avoid intrinsic method limitations, this method consists to1141

embed the Grassmann manifold into a larger Euclidean space by predefined projection1142

mapping function, like in [124] and [136]. Here the computation is relatively simple by1143

comparison to intrinsic but the non-uniqueness embedding solution can lead to non-1144

uniqueness of statistics. The adaptation of the well-known dictionary learning and sparse1145

coding on Euclidean to work properly on non-flat Grassmann manifold will be presented.1146

The implementations of these two types of learning on Grassmann with experimental1147

analysis on face recognition from 4D data are presented in the next Chapter.1148

3.4.1 Sample (Karcher) mean computation1149

As mentioned above, an important tool in shape (and its temporal evolution) analysis1150

is given by the computation of statistical summaries. For a set of given subspaces1151

P= {P i}m
i=1, where P i ∈Gk(Rn) (i.e., points on the underlying manifold), a sample mean1152

µ is a point on the Grassmannian, which minimizes the mean squared error [73] with1153

respect to the canonical metric dGeo previously defined in Eq. 3.20.1154

This algorithm starts by initializing the mean to the first subspace in the set initially,1155

then it uses the Log Map algorithm to project all P elements on the tangent space of the1156

current mean point as depicted in Fig. 3.4. Then, computing the average vector from1157

all tangent vectors of the data points. The current mean moved in the direction of the1158

average vector by a certain step to have the new mean after projecting it back on the1159

manifold by using Exp Map algorithm. This loop is repeated till the convergence of the1160
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Figure 3.4: Estimation of a Karcher mean of a set of Grassmann elements.

average vector norm to a predefined value. The steps to compute µ are summarized in1161

Algorithm 1.1162

Algorithm 1 – Mean Sample Estimation over Gk(Rn)

Require: P= {P i}m
i=1, where P i ∈Gk(Rn), ε> 0 typically ε= 0.5; τ : Threshold value

Initialize µ0 ←P0, i ← 0

repeat
Compute νi ← exp−1

µi
(P j) for j = 0, . . . ,m

Compute the average tangent vector ν̄← 1
m

∑
νi

Move µi according to µi+1 ← expµi (εν̄)

i ← i+1

until (||ν̄|| ≤ τ)

Ensure: µ the estimated mean of P set

3.4.2 Grassmann k-means algorithm1163

Karcher mean is an efficient statistical tool on Grassmann manifold, where more im-1164

portant learning algorithm can be based on it. The K-means unsupervised learning1165

algorithm defined on Euclidean vector space can be extended to address the non-linear1166
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structure of Grassmann manifold depending on Karcher mean. Let us have a set of m sub-1167

spaces P= {P i}m
i=1 on Grassmann manifold. It is required to group these subspaces in N1168

classes according to their similarity measure by finding the mean of them (µ1,µ2, ...,µN ).1169

The same expectation Minimization EM-algorithm used in Euclidean k-means is used1170

here on minimizing the geodesic distances squares. First, an assignment of classes1171

means is done randomly from the subspaces set. Every subspace will be assigned to the1172

nearest class center in Expectation step, and the Karcher mean is computed for every1173

class members in Minimization step. These two steps are repeated a certain number of1174

times, which should be predefined according to the nature of the data. These steps are1175

summarized in Algorithm 2.1176

Algorithm 2 – K-means clustering on Gk(Rn)

Require: P= {P i}m
i=1, where P i ∈Gk(Rn), , N: Number of classes, M: Max number of iterations

Initialize the classes center randomly (µ0
1,µ0

2, ...,µ0
N ), i ← 0

repeat
Compute the distance between P members and cluster centers

Assign every P i the closest cluster

Re-computer clusters centers (µi
1,µi

2, ...,µi
N ) using Algorithm 1

i ← i+1

until ( j = M)

Ensure: The N cluster centers: (µM
1 ,µM

2 , ...,µM
N )

3.4.3 Sparse coding and dictionary learning1177

Recently, the sparse coding and dictionary learning showed a great success in several1178

related topics like signal processing [142], image classification [51, 160] and face recog-1179

nition [140, 145], where a given signal or image can be approximated effectively as a1180

combination of few members (atoms) of a learned dictionary. The success of sparse coding1181

in several computer vision problems motivated to extend this learning approach from1182

vector space to nonlinear manifolds, like Grassmann [50, 132], in order to represent1183

a subspace as the combination of few subspaces of a dictionary. However, in so doing,1184

the main issue is the non-linearity of the Grassmann manifold, which implies using1185

tools from differential geometry. Since this often requires intensive computation, these1186

solutions are less attractive for 2D and 3D video modeling and analysis.1187
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The problem of sparse coding has been solved in Rn Euclidean space by minimizing

the following quantity, which includes a coding cost function with a penalty term related

to the sparsity of the result:

(3.31) l(x,D)=min
y

‖x−D y‖2
2 +λ‖y‖1

where x ∈ Rn is the sample signal to be coded, D is a dictionary (a n×N matrix being

N the number of training samples) with atoms D i ∈Rn in its columns, and λ the sparse

regularization parameter. The vector y ∈RN is the new latent sparse representation of

the original data, which contains many zeros. The problem of dictionary learning consists

of minimizing the total coding cost for all the samples {xt ∈Rn}1≤t≤N of the training set,

over all choices of codes and dictionaries as follows:

(3.32) h(D)= min
{xt},D

1
N

N∑
t=1

l(xt,D) .

In order to combine advantages of subspace modeling with the powerful sparse coding1188

representation, it is essential to handle the non-linearity of the Grassmann manifold. An1189

extrinsic method consists to embed the Grassmann manifolds into a smooth sub-manifold1190

of the space of symmetric matrices [146], as will be adopted in this work. This embedding1191

is performed by a projection mapping function already used in [124] and [136].1192

Formally, let’s have a set of points, for example subspaces that represent 3D dynamic1193

facial sequences in this work, X = {X i}m
i=1, where Span{X i} ∈ Gk(Rn). We need to be1194

able of representing each point (subspace) as a linear combination of a few atoms of a1195

dictionary of subspaces D= {D1,D2, . . . ,D j} using the sparse coding technique.1196

For any X = Span(X ) ∈Gk(Rn) the mapping a : Gk(Rn)→ Sym(n), such that a(X )=1197

X X T = X̂ is computed.1198

The mapping function a is isometric, as it preserves the curve length between the

Grassmann manifold and the manifold of Symmetric matrices Sym(n) [62]. A natural

choice of metric on the manifold of symmetric matrices Sym(n) is the Frobenius inner

product. For any Span(X ), Span(Y ) ∈Gk(Rn), Frobenius(X ,Y ) = Tr(X̂ , Ŷ ) = ‖X TY ‖2
F .

With this embedding, Eq. (3.31) can be rewritten by considering the embedding X̂ of a

given query subspace X :

(3.33) l(X ,D)=min
y

‖X̂ − D̂ y‖2
F +λ‖y‖1 ,

where D̂ denotes the dictionary with atoms elements of Sym(n) and y the sparse repre-1199

sentation. This convex optimization problem is solvable as a vectorized sparse coding1200

problem, as depicted in Algorithm 3.1201
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Algorithm 3 – Sparse Coding on Gk(Rn)
Require: A given dictionary D= {Di}N

i=1 ∈Gk(Rn) where Di = Span(D i) of size N. Query subspace

X ∈Gk(Rn)= Span(X )

for i, j ← 1 to N do
K(D)i, j ←‖DT

i D j‖2
F

end for

K(D)N×N =UΣUT

A =Σ1/2UT

for i ← 1 to N do
K (X ,D)i ←‖X T D i‖2

F

end for

x∗ ←Σ−1/2UTK (X ,D)

Ensure: y∗ ← arg miny ‖x∗− A y‖2 +λ‖y‖1

In Algorithm 3, the training set of (labeled) subspaces is considered as the dictio-

nary D of size N (i.e., the training set size); (i) A similarity matrix between dictionary

elements K(D) is computed based on the Frobenius inner product; (ii) Singular Value

Decomposition (SVD) is applied to K (i.e., K=UΣV T ) to compute the A matrix, which is

the weighted singular vectors of K; (iii) The similarity matrix K (X ,D) between testing

and training samples is computed on the induced space. The decomposition of Eq. (3.33)

shows that the sparse coding problem can be formulated as:

(3.34) l(X ,D)=min
y

‖x∗− A y‖2 +λ‖y‖1 ,

where x∗ =Σ−1/2UTK (X ,D).1202

We can see that this algorithm ends up by representing every subspace by a linear1203

feature vector called a sparse code. This sparse code allows us to reconstruct the related1204

subspace from a dictionary of subspaces. Thus, we are in a Euclidean space and sev-1205

eral learning and classification algorithms will be available to classify this new linear1206

representation of the subspace as will be discussed in the next Chapter 4.1207

3.5 Trajectories on Riemannian manifolds1208

In the previous section, we discussed the subspace representation of 3D dynamic facial1209

sequences and its ability to capture the global structure and the variation over time of the1210
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dynamic face. In some cases, the 3D dynamic video is divided into shorter subsequences1211

and every one is modeled as a separate subspace to overcome some problems, like pose1212

variation or high variability in facial surface. The statistical tools could be applied to this1213

multiple-instances representation, like Karcher mean, k-means clustering and sparse1214

coding are useful if the order of the subsequences is not important, like in face recognition1215

problem. In other cases, the important information is not only in the subsequences, but1216

also in the temporal evolution of the facial data over time from on subspace to another.1217

This temporal information can be captured from the difference between successive sub-1218

spaces that belong to the same video. For example, in the case of emotional state that1219

is conveyed through a complete video. Here, keeping the order of subsequences and the1220

ability to extract difference between ordered subspaces is very important to obtain the1221

spatio-temporal description of this emotional state. Now, it is important to define: How1222

can we capture the spatio-temporal information conveyed through the com-1223

plete 3D video that is represented as a set of subspaces? The proposed solution1224

in this work is by considering the set of subspaces as a parametrized trajectory on Rie-1225

mannian manifold by time. Here, every subspace represents an instance (t). Considering1226

such trajectory of subspaces gives us the ability to measure and capture the temporal1227

evolution through time between neighboring subspaces of the trajectory or according to1228

a reference subspace. The concept of time-parametrized curves (trajectories) analysis on1229

Riemannian manifold introduced in [69] and applied to several computer vision problems,1230

like action recognition [9] and 3D action recognition [16]. In the latter paper, Ben Amor et1231

al. have addressed the problem of action/activity recognition from skeletal data (acquired1232

using Kinect-like cameras). They have proposed a suite of geometric tools for processing1233

static and dynamic shapes as elements and trajectories in the well-known Kendall shape1234

space (which provides invariance to scale, translation and rotation), respectively. The1235

main ingredient introduced in [16] is an elastic metric for aligning pairwise (or multiple)1236

trajectories.1237

3.5.1 Trajectories on Grassmann manifolds1238

As far as Grassmann trajectories are concerned in the present study, let t 7−→ T (t)1239

be a parameterized curve on Gk(Rn), and V (t) the velocity (tangent) vector following1240

the geodesic path between X (t) and X (t+ δ). The tangent vector is an element of1241

TX (t)(Gk(Rn). Note that the parameter t denotes the time in our target application1242

as follows. If [ f 0, . . . , f s] denotes a 3D sequence acquired in the time interval [0, s],1243

consequently, the underlying trajectory represents the full (or partial) available time-1244
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space observations in the same time-interval. This provides a precise mathematical1245

representation of trajectories on the Grassmannian, and allows deriving interesting1246

quantities to analyze flows of 3D or depth sequences for human emotion detection as1247

it will be investigated in Chapter 5 for early detection of spontaneous emotional states.1248

If needed, one can define the space of trajectories easily by Gk(Rn)[0,s], and extend the1249

distance definition of the Grassmannian to this space by integrating dGeo (Eq. (3.20))1250

over the parameter interval [0, s]. This is actually a proper distance between trajectories1251

defined on the Grassmann manifold.1252

After solving the problem of representing, we need to define a mapping function ζ as1253

follows:1254

Definition 3.5.1. For any X1,X2 ∈Gk(Rn), the mapping ζ : Gk(Rn)×Gk(Rn) → Rm such1255

that ζ(X1,X2)= Z where Z ∈Rm and m << n.1256

Scanning the trajectory T (t) through time t using this ζ(t) function and concatenating1257

the feature over time results in the final spatio-temporal feature vector of the 3D dynamic1258

video in Euclidean space of Rm×s, where s is the size of T (t). Thus, we can implement1259

Euclidean classification methods, like the Structured Output Support Vector Machine1260

(SO-SVM) for the sequential analysis and classification of such features by the time1261

as will be addressed in Chapter 5. Figure 3.5 illustrates this mapping function of time1262

parametrized trajectories on Riemannian manifold into Euclidean space.1263

In this work, two methods to define ζ will be presented: the first depending on the in-1264

stantaneous speed between trajectory elements, and the second depending on computing1265

the velocity vector between the trajectory elements to capture more information than1266

the speed.1267

3.5.2 Instantaneous speed along trajectories1268

One intuitive alternative to analyze trajectories on Stiefel or Grassmann manifolds is to1269

consider the evolution of their instantaneous speed. In particular, given an observed por-1270

tion of the trajectory in the time interval [0, t], the instantaneous speed can be computed1271

as the distance between neighboring points X (t) and X (t+δ) along the trajectory. In this1272

case, the function ζ substituted by Geodesic distance (dGeo) on Grassmann manifold and1273

the Stiefel distance (the Frobenius norm) on Stiefel manifold with parameter δ as a con-1274

stant integer, δ= {1,2,3 . . . }. These distances can be concatenated in a one-dimensional1275

vector characterizing the temporal evolution along the trajectories.1276
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3D videos as trajectories on 

Riemannian manifold  M(n,k)    

 

Euclidean Space (Rm) 
Capturing the temporal 

information between 

subspaces of one 

trajectory in Euclidean 

space.  

Figure 3.5: Illustration of ζ function and how to capture the spatio-temporal Euclidean

feature vector from parametrized trajectory on Riemannian manifold.

One can view this quantity (geodesic distance between subspaces of the same tra-1277

jectory) as the norm of the shooting (initial velocity) vector between subspaces. Thus,1278

the feature vector of instantaneous speed along the trajectories captures the rhythm1279

(temporal) and amplitude (spatial) of the facial deformations, which could be of great1280

interest for emotion detection. However, this quantity is limited to study the amplitude1281

of the deformation (as a single scalar) for each frame. A natural way to get more complete1282

idea about the (spatial) deformations is to use the velocity vector itself (instead of its1283

norm). Next section provides a detailed description of the velocity vector and its use in1284

physical pain detection will be presented in Chapter 5.1285

3.5.3 Transported velocity vector fields of trajectories1286

The quantities presented in the previous approach allow us to quantify the motion’s1287

amplitude and the temporal rhythm along the trajectories defined on Riemannian1288

manifolds like Grassmann and Stiefel. To show how the full motion information (face1289

deformation/body and head gestures) one should look at the fields of velocity vectors1290
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instead of their norms, along the trajectories on Grassmann manifolds. However, these1291

velocity vectors belong to different tangent spaces (V (t) ∈ TX (Gk(Rn))). One possible1292

solution to this issue is to translate the velocity vector fields to the same and fixed1293

tangent space (e.g., the identity tangent space I = span(

[
Ik

0

]
) which is given: Ti(t)1294

Definition 3.5.2. Let us have a trajectory of subspaces t ←T (t) on Grassmann manifold

Gk(Rn), and let V be a tangent vector defined along the geodesic path T (.). Then, V said

to be Parallel transported: along T (.) if:

(3.35) O ˙T (.)V = 0

for all t, where ˙T (.) refers to the tangent vector to T (.) at t [4].1295

Overall, after computing the velocity vectors Ẋ (t) between neighboring points on the1296

trajectory, X (t) and X (t+δ), we use the parallel transport on Grassmann manifold to1297

translate it to the fixed tangent space. Repeating this operation for all velocity vectors1298

along the trajectory results in an equivalent representation in a vector space (the1299

tangent space attached to the identity element) to compute V (t)X→I . Hence, the obtained1300

transported velocity vector field reflects the way the motions are exhibited by the face or1301

the body.1302

One can view the field of (transported) velocity vectors as a basic dynamic model to1303

characterize the motion along Grassmann trajectories. That is, each velocity vector is by1304

definition the first derivative of the geodesic path between subspaces, taken at the initial1305

point of the geodesic. It is important to note that one can recover the initial trajectory1306

knowing the velocity vector field and the initial point of the trajectory. Finally, a more1307

complex dynamic model could be derived by including, in addition, the velocity vector1308

fields the acceleration vector fields, and so on.1309

3.6 Conclusion1310

In this chapter, we have introduced a compact subspace representation of 3D videos and1311

the motivation behind adopting it in our work. The technique of computing subspace from1312

original data is discussed as well as the new nonlinear domain obtained from the linear1313

subspaces of our data, called Grassmann manifold. The mathematical background and1314

the geometrical properties of the underlying manifold such the the definition of metrics1315

metrics on it to compare subspaces, the local linearity of this manifold, which induces the1316
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intrinsic learning approaches using tangent spaces. Also, the extrinsic learning method1317

by embedding the non-flat manifold into another smooth manifold with a linear structure1318

are discussed. Performing advanced learning, like sparse coding and dictionary learning,1319

which can present several benefits (efficiency, ...) in classification and recognition are1320

presented.1321

Also, how this Riemannian structure can support the sequential (partial) model-1322

ing/analysis of 3D dynamic data as time-parametrized curves of subspaces, and how1323

we are able to capture the temporal information resides through these trajectories on1324

the manifold to get relevant spatio-temporal representations. In the next chapter, we1325

will introduce our approach to study the contribution of facial dynamics to the face1326

recognition problem. Application and experimental illustrations of the mathematical1327

tools introduced in this chapter will be used in the next one.1328
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FACE RECOGNITION FROM 4D DATA

4.1 Introduction

As a first targeted application of the Grassmann representations, in particular the1329

dictionary representation (presented in Section 3.4.3 of the previous Chapter), the1330

present chapter introduces our 4D face recognition approach. The main task addressed1331

here is to study the contribution of facial 3D shape’s evolution over time in identity1332

recognition. This topic is new and a few studies exist [128] until now, where the majority1333

of current approaches exploit the 3D static shape of the face with a lack of investigation1334

of its behavioral biometric. Moving from shape analysis of 3D static faces to dynamic1335

faces (4D faces) gives rise to several new challenges related to the nature of the data1336

and the processing algorithms. 1) Which static and dynamic shape representation1337

is the most suitable for 4D face analysis? 2) How can the temporal dimension1338

contribute in face recognition? 3) How efficient is it to compute statistical1339

summaries on dynamic 3D faces? 4) From a perspective of face classification,1340

which relevant features and classification algorithms can be used? 5) What1341

are the challenges that unconstrained face recognition meets when working1342

on 3D dynamic data?1343

In this chapter, we aim to answer the above questions, by proposing a comprehensive1344

framework for modeling and analyzing 3D facial sequences (4D faces), with an exper-1345

imental illustration in face recognition from 4D sequences. The rest of the chapter is1346

organized as follows – after an overview of the proposed solution presented in Sect. 4.2,1347
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in Sect. 4.3 the methodology of modeling 4D faces on Grassmann manifold is introduced;1348

Our 3D dynamic face recognition framework is presented in Sect. 4.4; Experimental1349

results and their discussions are given in Sect. 4.5. A new dataset for 4D face recognition1350

in adverse conditions with preliminary evaluation experiment is presented in Sect. 4.6.1351

Our conclusions and main findings out of the proposed approach are drawn in Sect. 4.7.1352

4.2 Overview of the proposed solution1353

Most of the recent face recognition approaches use sets of 2D still images (with different1354

illumination or pose) or 2D videos as a data source. Besides, the subspace representa-1355

tion showed promising results with possible methodological and application extensions1356

related to the geometry of the underlying manifolds (i.e., Grassmann manifolds), such1357

as domain adaptation [53], multiple motion segmentation [26], video clustering [121],1358

filtering [106] and others [88]. Also, advanced classification techniques, which lie on1359

the non-linear nature of the data have been proposed, such as the extrinsic solutions1360

to the problem of sparse coding and dictionary learning on Grassmann manifold [59].1361

On the other side, the use of the 3D facial shape for recognition purposes has been well1362

explored [18, 40], in particular with the availability of the FRGC dataset and related1363

experiments [101]. In contrast, little attention has been paid to the role of the shape1364

dynamics (behavior) in identity recognition. In particular, Sun et al. [128] developed a1365

vertex-flow tracking method to enable face recognition from temporal sequences of 3D1366

face scans. In this method, they have showed the usefulness of 4D faces in the recog-1367

nition process, instead of 2D videos and static 3D shapes. However, this approach is1368

computationally expensive.1369

Following this new and promising line of research, we conducted a comprehensive1370

study to investigate the role of 3D face dynamics in face recognition. To this end, as1371

illustrated by the pipeline in Fig. 4.1, after a preprocessing step, we compute 3D surface1372

curvature from each 3D static mesh of a sequence, and project it to a 2D map (called1373

curvature-map). A sequence of curvature-maps is then shaped in a matrix form by1374

reshaping the 2D maps to column vectors. A (compact) k-Singular Value Decomposition1375

(k-SVD) is used to produce the subspace basis from the first k singular vectors, that is1376

regarded as a point on a Grassmann manifold. These vectors build our spatio-temporal1377

signature, which will be used in the recognition process in combination with both intrinsic1378

and extrinsic classification methods on the underlying manifold. In particular, extrinsic1379

methods based on sparse coding and dictionary learning achieved the best performances.1380
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed approach: top – modeling the shape and its dynamics

using a subspace representation; bottom – classification of space representations using

the SRC algorithm.

Figure 4.1 shows the above-mentioned method based on sparse coding and dictionary1381

learning. The main contributions in this part of the thesis are:1382

- A fully automatic and computationally cheap face recognition approach using1383

4D data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study in the literature,1384

which explores the subspace modeling methodology with advanced geometric and1385

learning tools for 4D facial domain. Thus, a comprehensive framework is proposed1386

and validated, which spans from the description of the 3D static shape and the1387

modeling of its dynamics to an adequate classification schema;1388

- An in-depth investigation of the 3D shape dynamics contribution to face recognition1389

is conducted, either in the case the facial expression is controlled or not.1390

- Instead of using the conventional autoregressive and moving average (ARMA)1391
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model for spatio-temporal analysis, which separates the appearance of visual data1392

and their temporal evolution, our goal is to keep the shape and its motion in the1393

same representation for identity recognition. The latter data is then represented1394

by an optimized subspace, using the k-SVD orthogonalization procedure. The1395

(optimized) subspace representation is suitable to process 3D data, which usually1396

present missing parts (holes) and noise due to the acquisition process;1397

- An extensive experimental analysis, involving the BU-4DFE dataset and three1398

classification schemes based on intrinsic and extrinsic methods: (1) A nearest-1399

neighbor (NN) algorithm performed on the Grassmann manifold with respect to1400

the (subjects) classes mean; (2) a variant of Grassmann Discriminant Analysis1401

(GDA), called Graph-embedding GDA [60]; (3) A Sparse Representation-based1402

Classification (SRC) derived from the Grassmann Dictionary Learning (GDL)1403

approach [140][59].1404

- A new 3D/4D dynamic database of 58 subjects is collected in our laboratory to1405

explore 4D face recognition problem in diverse conditions such as pose variation,1406

expressions, talking, walking, internal and external occlusions and several persons1407

in the scene. A preliminary evaluation on this new database has been conducted.1408

4.3 Modeling 4D-faces on Grassmann manifold1409

The idea of modeling multiple instances of visual data, like set of images or video se-1410

quences, as linear subspaces for classification and recognition tasks has revealed its1411

efficiency in many computer vision problems [56, 132, 133]. The advantages of using this1412

compact low-dimensional for 3d dynamic data representation can be summarized in its1413

robustness against noise or missing parts in the original data; The ease of comparing1414

two subspaces instead of two sets of 3D scans in Euclidean space; and the availability1415

of computational tools from differential geometry makes working on non-linear data1416

structure (e.g., the space of k-dimensional subspaces) possible and allows managing1417

the non-Euclidean nature of these subspaces. Accordingly, in this work, we adopt the1418

subspace representation solution for analyzing 4D facial sequences. To our knowledge,1419

this is one of the earliest investigations on modeling the temporal evolution of 3D facial1420

shapes with application to face recognition. Studying the effects of these two aspects1421

together is still an open problem in computer vision domain.1422

1423
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In the proposed solution, we consider 3D scans of the face acquired continuously1424

via a dynamic 3D scanner, thus producing a temporal 3D sequence with the dynamic1425

evolution of the 3D face. Using these data, the proposed approach is designed to exploit1426

the spatio-temporal information. To achieve this goal, a subspace modeling technique is1427

applied as follows: (i) The 3D scans are preprocessed by cropping the facial region from1428

the rest of the scan, then pose normalization, denoising via smoothing, and holes filling1429

are performed; (ii) The mean curvature on 3D surfaces is computed, so that a flow of1430

curvature-maps is produced by projection; (iii) The k-SVD orthogonalization procedure1431

is applied to subsequences of the curvature-maps to obtain an orthonormal basis span-1432

ning an optimized subspace. This subspace represents an element of a Grassmannian1433

manifold.1434

Figure 4.2: 3D static facial shape representation using the mean curvature. From left to

right, the pre-processed 3D face, the mean curvature computed on the 3D mesh, and the

normalized curvature-map are reported.

The first step of this framework is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. On the left, the preprocessed1435

face scan is reported; The mean curvature computed on the mesh is reported in the1436

middle. The curvature map projected on a 2D image of size n̂× m̂ is shown on the right.1437

This latter map extracted for each frame of a sequence constitutes the data source for our1438

spatio-temporal analysis. More formally, let Sm be a 3D dynamic face sequence with m1439

frames. A subsequence of ω< m frames is indicated with Sω = { f1, f2, . . . , fω}, where each1440

f i is a curvature-map of linearized size n = n̂× m̂, that is Sω ∈Rn×ω, and ω is regarded1441

as the window size. Applying the k-SVD orthogonalization procedure where Sω =UΣV T ,1442

and the k first columns of U matrix provide the dominant k-left singular vectors of Sω.1443

The subspace spanned by these vectors is an element of the Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn).1444
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Figure 4.3: Visual illustration of two subspaces (i.e., points on the Grassmann manifold)

using their singular vectors derived from SVD orthogonalization on sequences of ω= 50

frames (angry, top row – disgust, bottom row). From left to right, the 5-dominant

left singular-vectors (subspace of order 5) of the original data are shown. The first

column represents the common shape description over the sequence. While the remaining

columns capture the dominant facial motions of the face.

Figure 4.3 shows, as color maps, the matrices representing the subspaces computed

from two different 3D facial sequences. It can be appreciated that a subspace (k first

dominant left singular vectors of the original matrix of data) can be viewed as the

mean shape computed over the subsequence (leftmost images), followed by the dominant

deformations (remaining images on the right). These deformation images are different

from each other, and change in respect to the expression exhibited by the face (angry in

the first row, and surprise in the second). The histogram equalization is used here (except

for the images in the left column) to highlight the location of the deformation areas, using

cold to warm colors. Colors in between reflect the most stable areas of the curvature-maps

over the 3D video. The singular value decomposition technique provides us a measure to

evaluate the importance of the information that every singular vector carries in relative

to the original data. This evaluation can be obtained from the singular values which

are the diagonal elements of the matrix Σ. Equation 4.1 gives the percentage of the

information resides in every first k vectors, thus we can decide the threshold to stop
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considering the left ones, which is 90% in our case:

(4.1) Yk =
Σk

i=1λi

Σωi=1λi
,

where λi is the singular value corresponding to singular vector Ui.1445

In Fig. 4.4, we report the percentage of the information kept (after the matrix fac-1446

torization) as a function of the number of singular vectors for different window size1447

ω ∈ {6,10,15,20,25} given in Eq. 4.1.1448

From Fig. 4.4, the amount of information increases by considering more singular1449

vectors, till arriving to 100% by using all of them. Interestingly, in all the cases, about1450

90% of the information of a sequence is captured by considering less than half of the1451

singular-vectors. This observation suggests us the identity information mainly resides in1452

the few first dominant singular vectors. While the remaining components contain the1453

noise and redundant information. From this illustration and discussion, the concept of1454

compact and low dimensional representation appears clearly.1455

4.4 Identity recognition algorithms1456

To perform face recognition from the 3D facial shapes and their temporal evolution, the1457

flow of curvature-maps is first divided into clips (subsequences) of size ω. Then, each clip1458

is modeled as an element of Grassmann manifold via k-SVD orthogonalization. More1459

formally, given a sequence of curvature-maps {m0, · · · ,mt}, a predefined size of a sliding1460

window ω, and a fixed order of subspaces k, the idea is to consider the maps under1461

the temporal interval [t−w+1, t] and to compute the corresponding subspace Xt. This1462

results in a collection of subspaces, elements of Grassmann manifold, which represent1463

the 3D video sequence (after curvature computation).1464

The main goal of such representation is to capture the 3D shape of the face as well as1465

its dynamics (spatio-temporal description) to perform face recognition. In the following,1466

we present two classification methodologies are used in this work: The Grassmann1467

Nearest Neighbor classifier (GNNC) based on one of the distances defined on Grassmann1468

manifold have been defined in Sect. 3.3.5. This classification method involves the Karcher1469

mean subspace estimation (Algorithm 1) to compute a representative target subspace for1470

each subject class; The second method uses Grassmann Sparse Representation (GSR)1471

classifier adapted to classify the testing subspaces depending on their sparse codes1472

implemented as detailed in Sect. 3.4, Algorithm 3.1473
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Figure 4.4: Information Yk captured by the first k singular vectors returned by SVD as a

function of λ. Results for different window size are reported.

4.4.1 Grassmann Nearest-Neighbor Classifier (GNNC)1474

In this approach, for each subject a mean (representative) subspace is computed out1475

of the subspaces that belong to the same subject in the training set (i.e., more than1476

one subsequence is used in the training for each individual) by applying Karcher mean1477

Algorithm 1. These means constitute the gallery subspaces used for recognition. Accord-1478

ing to this, given a probe subspace X = Span(X ), it is compared against the gallery1479
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mean subspaces using one of the distances defined on the Grassmann manifold (see1480

Sect. 3.3.5). Finally, the probe subspace is assigned to one class using the Grassmann1481

Nearest-Neighbor classifier. Figure 4.5 illustrates the idea of computing the principal1482

angles between subspaces, which are served to compute the distances.1483

.. .. Span Span 

Figure 4.5: Comparing the similarity of two 3D dynamic subsequences after presenting

them as two subspaces Pi, P j of dimension k on Rn.

Learning one mean subspace for the subject (class) as a representative makes the1484

recognition much faster than using an exhaustive search that compares the probe against1485

all the subspaces in the training. Algorithm 4 summarizes the classification steps, where1486

the mean subspace estimation is performed off-line. While the comparison of the probe1487

subspace to the gallery subspaces is performed online.1488

Algorithm 4 – Grassmann Nearest-Neighbor Classification
Require: Set of training subspaces X = {Xi}m

i=1 ∈ Gk(Rn) where Xi = Span(X i), belong to C

classes, the query sample Y = Span(Y ) ∈Gk(Rn)

for i ← 1 to C do
Compute the Karcher mean µi using Algorithm 1

end for

for i ← 1 to C do
di(Y ) = dist(Y ,µi) // one of the distances of Sect. 3.3.5

end for

Ensure: Identity(Y )← arg mini(di(Y ))

In this algorithm, dist(.,.) denotes one of the Grassmann distances defined in Sect. 3.3.5.1489

A comparison study of these distances performance is presented in the experimental1490

evaluation in Sect. 4.51491
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Figure 4.6: (a) Each row represents a sample mean subspace dimension computed on

the subsequences of the same person with different expressions. The first 6 dominant

singular-vectors are used to represent the sequences in each case. Three different win-

dow size are instead considered passing from the top to the bottom row (ω = 6,25,50,

respectively) where ω refers to number of 3D frames in the original 3D sequence; (b) The

energy (i.e., ||ν̄||) minimized in Algorithm 1 for estimating the mean subspace.
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Illustration of Karcher mean computation1492

In Fig. 4.6(a) three mean subspaces obtained with the Karcher mean Algorithm pre-1493

sented in Algorithm 1 are shown, each of them computes the mean facial dynamics1494

for subsequences of the same person under different expressions. In each row, the first1495

six dominant singular vectors are reported, while the window size changes from ω= 6,1496

to 25 and 50, from top to bottom, respectively. Considering the top row, we can notice1497

the first singular vector (first column) captures the main shape information of the face1498

across the sequence and expressions, which is the mean of the global 3D dynamic data,1499

and the second singular-vector captures the main deformation. Less relevant data are1500

included in the remaining singular vectors. This illustration shows clearly the main1501

motivation to choose the subspace representation. This observation (i.e., k = 2 is sufficient1502

for ω= 6) is in agreement with the results reported in Fig. 4.4, where the information1503

Yk captured by considering the first k singular-values reaches 90% considering just the1504

first two singular-values (in the case of window size ω= 6). In contrast, in the second1505

and the third example of Fig. 4.6(a), the first column captures the mean shape, while1506

the remaining singular vectors are required to model the principal deformations of the1507

face. In Fig. 4.6(b), an example of the values of the energy (i.e., ||ν̄||) minimized over the1508

iterations of Algorithm 1 is also plotted.1509

Figure 4.6 points out the relevance of using the subspace representation for modeling1510

the spatio-temporal behavior of the dynamic face. Besides, discarding less dominant1511

singular vectors allows us to remove the noise and redundancy in the original data.1512

The 3D shape representation obtained here by computing the mean curvature-maps1513

of the 3D face, which is relevant to such analysis. The mean subspace reflects the1514

shape information as well as the dominant deformations of the face in the subsequence1515

(window).1516

These observations are confirmed in Fig. 4.7, where the visual illustration of the1517

mean computed on sets of subspaces corresponding to the same expressions of different1518

subjects are reported. In this Figure, each row corresponds to the mean of one of the1519

six universal facial expressions – Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sad and Surprise – as1520

conveyed by 3D dynamic sequences belong to 10 different people.1521

The window size is set to ω = 50 in each row (the first six dominant singular vec-1522

tors are shown). It is evident that each expression produces quite different dominant1523

deformations.1524
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Figure 4.7: Visual illustration of mean subspaces. In every row of the six, we have one

subsapce computed from subspaces belonging to 10 different person but they were acting

the same expression. Each row represents one of the six universal facial expressions,

namely, from top to bottom: Angry, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sad and Surprise.

4.4.2 Grassmann Sparse Representation Classifier (GSRC)1525

In this case, the classification is performed on the sparse representation computed1526

according to sparse coding Algorithm 3 presented in Sect. 3.4.3.1527

In fact, given a test sample, its sparse representation is first computed using the1528

dictionary on the training samples. Consequently, conventional classification methods,1529

like SVM or Nearest-Neighbor can be applied. An alternative solution is to use the1530

Sparse Representation Classifier (SRC) proposed in [140].1531

Algorithm 5 summarizes the main steps of the classification procedure. The main1532
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concept behind this classifier is to reproduce the testing query subspace from non-zero1533

sparse codes that belong to every class in the dictionary separately. Repeating this1534

class-specific estimation and computing the residual error between them and the original1535

query subspace gives a similarity measure. The estimation from the correct class should1536

give the minimum residual error for correct recognition.1537

The Dirac function has been used in Algorithm 5 allows the selection of the coefficients1538

associated to the ith class. That is, all the elements of this vector are set to be 0 except1539

those which correspond to the ith class.1540

Algorithm 5 – Grassmann Sparse Representation Classifier
Require: Grassmann Dictionary D= {Di}N

i=1 ∈Gk(Rn) where Di = Span(D i) with C classes, the

test query X ∈Gk(Rn) where X = Span(X ) and X X T = X̂

Sparse code estimation of the query as in Algorithm 3

y∗ ← arg miny ‖x∗− A y‖2 +λ‖y‖1

for i ← to C do
εi(X )= ‖X̂ −ΣN

i=1 yiD̂ idiraci(l j − i)‖2
F ,

where l j is the atom label

end for

Ensure: Identity(X ) ← arg mini(εi(X ))

In summary, face recognition is performed according to the following steps: (1) Dictio-1541

nary learning on the Grassmann manifold - given a training subset of observations, a1542

set of atoms (dictionary) is determined to describe the observations sparsely; (2) Sparse1543

representation - given a dictionary and a probe on the underlying manifold, the probe1544

is approximated using a sparse linear combination of atoms that belong to every class1545

from the dictionary separately; (3) GSR-based classification - once the training and1546

testing observations are expressed linearly using a sparse representation, it is possible1547

to perform the Grassmann Sparse Representation Classification.1548

4.5 Experiments and results1549

To investigate the contribution of facial dynamics in identity recognition using 4D data,1550

we conducted extensive experiments involving the BU-4DFE dataset. This dataset has1551

been collected at the Binghamton University [148] and used in several studies on 4D1552

facial expression recognition. To our knowledge, only two works, Sun et al. [128] and1553

Hayat et al. [61] have reported identification performance on this dataset. To allow a fair1554
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comparison with their study, we will consider in the following the same experimental1555

setting.1556

Before to present experiments and results, a summary of the main characteristics of1557

the BU-4DFE dataset and its pre-processing is presented.1558

4.5.1 BU-4DFE dataset description and pre-processing1559

The BU-4DFE database consists of 101 subjects (58 female and 43 male, with an age1560

range of 18−45 years old). It includes 606 3D model sequences with 6 universal expres-1561

sions and a variety of ethnic/racial ancestries. Each participant (subject) was requested1562

to perform the six prototypical expressions – angry, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness,1563

and surprise – separately. The acquisition protocol requires each expression sequence1564

to start and end with neutral facial states. Each expression was performed gradually1565

passing from neutral, low intensity, high intensity, and back to low intensity and neutral1566

(i.e., following the subsequent states neutral-onset-apex-offset-neutral).1567

Actually, as a matter of fact, at a visual inspection some sequences evidence a wrong1568

acquisition, starting with a non-neutral expression. In any case, each 3D sequence1569

captures one expression at a rate of 25 frames per second, lasting approximately 41570

seconds, with about 35k vertices per 3D frame (or 3D mesh). As acquisition technology,1571

the Di4D capturing system was used [148], which produces sequences of stereo images1572

and computes 3D meshes of the face based on a passive stereo-photogrammetry approach.1573

The resulting 3D frames of a sequence show a near-frontal pose, with some slight changes1574

occurring mainly in the azimuthal plane. The scans are affected by large outliers, mainly1575

located in the hair, neck and shoulders regions.1576

In order to remove these imperfections from each 3D frame, an efficient pre-processing1577

pipeline similar to [15] has been performed. The main steps of this pipeline are summa-1578

rized as follows: (1) For each 3D frame, the holes are filled in; (2) The tip of the nose is1579

detected, then the facial area is cropped using a sphere with radius of 90mm centered at1580

the detected nose tip; (3) The pose of each 3D frame is normalized by registering it to the1581

previous one using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. Once the pre-processing1582

is performed, the mean curvature is computed from each 3D frame (Fig. 4.2). Then, the1583

curvature-maps (images) are produced by projection, as described in Sect. 4.3. All these1584

steps are implemented using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) library1.1585

1http://www.vtk.org
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In the following, we report experimental evaluation and comparative analysis of the1586

proposed approaches using Grassmann Nearest-Neighbor (GNNC) classification on the1587

mean subspaces of each subject class, and Grassmann Sparse-Representation (GSR)1588

based classification computed on the sparse codes, with respect to the current literature.1589

4.5.2 Experimental setting1590

Following the protocol proposed in [128], 60 subjects have been considered out of the BU-1591

4DFE, and their sequences are partitioned into subsequences using a window size ω= 61592

(with a shifting step of 3 frames). This results into 30 sub-sequences extracted out of1593

every facial expression sequence of the 60 subjects (i.e., each sequence has approximately1594

90 frames). On these subsequences, experiments have been conducted following two1595

different settings:1596

• Expression Independent (EI) – One expression per subject is used for training,1597

and this expression does not appear in the testing. All the other five expression1598

sequences are used for testing. Since 30 sub-sequences represent each expression1599

sequence, for the 60 subjects a total of 30×60 = 1800 subsequences is used for1600

training. Five expressions per subject are used for testing, i.e., for each subject1601

we have 5×30 = 150 test subsequences, with a total for all the 60 subjects of1602

150×60= 9000 subsequences;1603

• Expression Dependent (ED) – For each sequence, the first half (from neutral to1604

nearby the apex of the expression) is used for training, while the remaining half1605

(from the apex of the expression to neutral) is used for testing. As a consequence,1606

the gallery and the probe samples convey similar dynamic behavior, tough with1607

inverse temporal evolution. The number of training subsequences for every subject1608

is 15×6= 90, with a total for the 60 subjects of 90×60= 5400 subsequences. The1609

same number of subsequences is used for testing.1610

4.5.3 4D face recognition using GNNC1611

In this experiment, a window of six frames ω= 6 and shifting step equals to 3 is used (the1612

same as in [128]), with only the first two dominant components kept for representing1613

the subspace (k = 2). The GNN-classification method is based on a gallery of subspaces,1614

one per subject, each computed as the mean of the training subsequences for the subject.1615

With the setting above, in the EI scenario, one complete expression is used to compute the1616
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mean for each subject, i.e. 30 subsequences; In the ED scenario, the mean is computed1617

on 15×6= 90 subsequences with different expressions.1618

Using the GNN-classifier, a comparison is performed between the ED and EI ex-1619

periments. Different distances are also considered, which involve the principal angles1620

between subspaces (see Sect. 3.3.5). The average recognition rates are reported in Ta-1621

ble 4.1.1622

Table 4.1: Recognition rates (RR%) for GNN-classification using different distances

Subspace Distance ED – RR (%) EI – RR (%)
Min Correlation 44.75 28.72

Binet-Cauchy 52.83 51,99

Geodesic 73.00 65.00

Procrustes 78.11 66.55

Max Correlation 92.61 67.12

Projection 93.69 68.88

The observations can be derived from this Table are: (i) ED results outperform EI1623

results for each distance measure. This is expected, since in the ED setting there are1624

sequences of the same subject conveying the same expression both in the gallery and1625

probe sets (though with inverse temporal evolution); (ii) The different recognition rates1626

scored by the distances provide experimental evidence of the discriminative information1627

distribution across the principle angles. In particular, the highest recognition rate1628

obtained by the Projection distance shows that all the singular vectors, and consequently1629

the dynamic information of subsequences, helps in the recognition task by improving1630

the result obtained using just one principle angles (i.e., Max Correlation distance). The1631

lowest recognition rate is scored by the Min Correlation distance, suggesting us that the1632

subspaces on the manifold are sufficiently separated from each other, thus making them1633

well suited for the identity recognition task.1634

Results reported in Table 4.1 have been obtained by comparing single instances1635

(subspaces) in the video. Since subsequences are part of a continuous video, it is possible1636

to fuse the decisions of successive subsequence instances to perform recognition. This al-1637

lows us to design an incremental recognition system over time, where multiple instances1638

are used to decide instead of only one. This idea has been implemented using a majority1639

voting fusion rule, at each time, using all available instances. The experimental results1640

are reported in Fig. 4.8 to show the performance at increasing size of the data have been1641

seen and analyzed along a sequence. From these plots, it is clear that the performance1642
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Figure 4.8: Trade-off between accuracy and latency (fraction of the video seen) for

different Grassmann metrics/distances in the ED and EI settings.

increase by having longer fraction of the 3D video. This observation is the same, under1643

ED and EI settings.1644

4.5.4 4D face recognition using GSRC1645

In these experiments, we use the proposed solution based on Grassmann Sparse Repre-1646

sentation algorithm presented before (GSR). A variant of the GDA Grassmann Discrimi-1647

nant Analysis algorithm [56], called GGDA (Graph-embedding GDA) [60] is also used1648

as a baseline to evaluate the effectiveness of the GSR algorithm. In practice, the flow1649

of curvature-maps, for the window of size ω is first mapped to the Grassmann manifold1650

using SVD. Then, the steps described in Sect. 4.4.2 are performed for training and testing.1651

Results under the ED and EI settings are reported. A comprehensive discussion of the1652

experimental results, when varying the window size ω, and the subspace order k is also1653

reported.1654

Expression Independent (EI) experiment1655

As a preliminary experiment, we investigated the effect of the subspace order k on the1656

performance. To this end, we apply the GSR algorithm with a varying k ∈ {1,2,3,5,6},1657

while keeping a fixed window size ω= 6 and shifting step equals to 3. So, in this case we1658
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have 30 training subspaces for subject, for a total of 1800 subspaces in the training set1659

(dictionary).1660

The subspace order k is also related to the information carried by the respective1661

eigenvalues through the measure Yk (see Eq. (4.1)). As shown in Table 4.2, the highest1662

average recognition rate is 84.13%, obtained for k = 2. This rate is 3% higher than the1663

average recognition rate obtained for k = 1 (using only the first dominant left-singular1664

vector, which corresponds to the common data over the window).1665

Table 4.2: EI experiment: Effect of the subspace order k on the recognition rate for the

GSR algorithm. Subsequences with window size ω= 6 have been used in all the cases

Subspace order k 1 2 3 4 5 6

Yk (%) 81 90 94 96 98 100

RR (%) 81.03 84.13 81.76 81.22 80.94 80.02

This allows us to make two main conclusions: (i) The importance of the facial dynamics1666

in improving the recognition performance. In fact, the optimal parameter k = 2 implies1667

that the mean and the first dominant deformations are important in the recognition1668

process. They are given by the first and the second singular-vectors of the orthogonal1669

matrix, respectively; (ii) The remaining left-singular vectors are less relevant in the1670

recognition process, including the noise which is present in the 4D acquisition. We1671

note that k = 2 allows capturing in average about 90% of the data available in the 4D1672

sub-sequence. Based on these empirical observations, in our next experiments, we will1673

consider 90% of the information for different window size (ω).1674

We are interested now in studying the effect of varying the size of the window on1675

the performance. In the following experiment, we have varied this parameter in the1676

set ω ∈ {6,10,15,20,25}. The subspace order k is defined as the number of left singular1677

vectors, which retains 90% of the original data. The corresponding recognition accuracy1678

are reported in Table 4.3. It can be seen that the optimal window size is ω= 6 for both1679

the GSR and the GGDA algorithms.1680

The reason behind the decreasing accuracy at increasing size of the window is the1681

lack of temporal registration of the curvature-maps. In fact, a large difference between1682

the frames across the window affects negatively the orthogonalization procedure, which1683

assumes dense correspondence between the frames. Interestingly, the accuracy obtained1684

using the GSR (84.13%) substantially improves the accuracy achieved using the GGDA1685

(64.24%), and the GNN-classification (68.88%). This result also evidences the efficiency1686
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of sparse coding of subspaces in comparison to the discriminant analysis, which can be1687

affected by the points distribution over the Grassmannian manifold.1688

Table 4.3: EI experiment: Effect of the window size ω on the recognition accuracy for the

GGDA and GSR algorithms. The subspace order k is set to keep 90% of the information

ω,k
Algorithm

GGDA – RR(%) GSR – RR(%)
6, 2 64.24 84.13
10, 4 61.15 79.89

15, 6 56.61 76.55

20, 9 50.50 76.59

25, 11 50.60 75.80

Table 4.4 provides additional details by reporting the recognition rates obtained1689

separately for each test expression, by the GGDA and GSR algorithms, and the approach1690

proposed in [128]. The average recognition rate achieved by GSR is 84%, which is about1691

10% lower than the accuracy reported in [128]. However, differently from the approach1692

proposed by Sun et al., the proposed solution does not require any manual or automatic1693

landmarking of the face, and it is computationally more efficient. In addition, the dense1694

(vertex-level) registration of the 3D frames, which is computationally complex and time-1695

consuming and is not performed in our method. On an opposite side, this operation1696

permits the approach presented in [128] to achieve comparable results throughout all1697

the expressions. In our case instead, we observe the RR decreases by 4% in the case of1698

posed surprise expression, which includes topological variations of the face (i.e., mouth1699

open). Another methodological difference between the two approaches is that Sun et al.1700

designed and trained two separate HMMs called spatial and temporal. In our approach,1701

only 2 singular vectors are used to encode the spatio-temporal information of a 3D facial1702

sequence and can be used to perform GSR classification.1703

The recognition performance of our solution can be improved by using an increasing1704

fraction of the video. This implies that more than one instance (subsequence) is used to1705

recognize a subject. With this approach, the overall performance of GSRC increases from1706

84.13% (using only one instance, which represents about 5% of the video) to 95.11% using1707

the whole video (about 4s). This is illustrated in Fig. 4.9, separately for each expression.1708

This Figure also confirms the difficulty in recognizing subjects which convey the Surprise1709

expression.1710
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Table 4.4: EI experiment: Recognition rate obtained using different training expressions

compared to the approach in [128]

Training Expression
Method

Sun et al. [128] GGDA GSR
Angry 94.12% 61.26% 85.20%

Disgust 94.09% 68.54% 87.70%

Fear 94.45% 69.02% 83.49%

Happy 94.52% 68.56% 83.36%

Sad 93.87% 63.05% 84.86%

Surprise 95.02% 56.07% 80.49%

Overall 94.37% 64.42% 84.13%
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Figure 4.9: EI Experiment: Trade-off between accuracy (RR%) and latency.

In the experiments presented above, only one expression is considered for (identity)1711

training. We have also analyzed the results in the case the training is performed with1712

five expressions, i.e., 9000 for training (150 for each subject), and 1800 for testing (301713

per subject), while the test is performed on subsequences from the remaining expression.1714

Results are reported in Table 4.5, which provides a comparison when training with one1715

expression versus training with five. Comparison of these results (using GSRC) shows1716

that increasing the number of samples and their dynamics (even thought they come1717
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from different expressions) can significantly increase the recognition rate from 84.13% to1718

93.37%.1719

We can also observe that recognizing the subject identity under Surprise expression1720

is the most difficult case among the six expressions, due to the large shape changes,1721

where identity recognition under Sad expression is the easiest across the time.1722

Table 4.5: Impact of the training set on the performance: training based on only one

expression vs. training based on five expressions

Testing Expression Training by one Training by five
Angry 83.27% 94.50%

Disgust 78.42% 96.30%

Fear 92.21% 98.13%

Happy 86.23% 93.20%

Sad 94.32% 97.73%

Surprise 69.75% 80.40%

Overall 84.13% 93.37%

Expression Dependent (ED) experiments1723

In this experiment, the window size is ω = 6, with shifting step, equals to 3, and 301724

sub-sequences are obtained from each facial expression sequence, half of which is used1725

for training and a half for testing. Thus, we have 90 training subspaces per subject, and1726

a dictionary of 5400 subspaces.1727

The GSR-based classifier is used in this experiment. Table 4.6 reports the results1728

obtained using the GSR and the GGDA algorithms on 3D dynamic sequences (4D).1729

In addition, for comparison purposes, we also reported in the Table several results1730

from [128], including Gabor wavelets on 2D videos, LLE, PCA and LDA on 3D static1731

data, and the ST-HMM on 4D data.1732

It can be seen that both GGDA and GSR outperform state of the art approach. In1733

particular, their accuracy is close or equal to 100% under the ED-setting. Our explanation1734

of the higher accuracy achieved by the GGDA and GSR compared to existing methods1735

is that the optimized SVD-based orthogonalization produces a matrix independent of1736

the time-order of the 3D video clips. That is, comparing two video clips taken from1737

the Onset-Apex and the Apex-Offset gives small distance as the temporal order of the1738

curvature-maps is ignored. This demonstrates the efficiency of using the Grassmann1739
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Table 4.6: ED-experiment: Comparison between the recognition accuracy obtained for

the methods proposed in this works, and for the 2D video, 3D static, and 3D dynamic

(4D) approaches reported in [128]

Method RR (%)
Gabor-wavelet on 2D videos (from [128]) 85.09

LLE on static 3D (from [128]) 82.34

PCA on static 3D (from [128]) 80.78

LDA on static 3D (from [128]) 91.37

ST-HMM on 4D [128] 97.47

GNN on 4D 93.69
GGDA on 4D 98.08
GSR on 4D 100

representation and learning methods defined on in for solving 4D face recognition1740

problem.1741

4.5.5 Comparative study and discussions1742

From the experimental results reported above, it emerges the proposed approach, which1743

combines Grassmann representation with an extrinsic learning method achieved promis-1744

ing results in 4D face recognition. We have demonstrated, through extensive experiments,1745

the contribution of the facial dynamics in the recognition process. In Table 4.7, we sum-1746

marize the obtained results under the ED and EI settings. We also studied the advantage1747

of using the dynamic of shape (3D videos) compared to the dynamic of appearance (2D1748

videos), as reported in the Table with comparison with Sun et al. [128].1749

Table 4.7: ED and EI results for 2D and 3D videos

Method EI – RR (%) ED – RR (%)
2D video A-HMM [83] (from [128]) 67.05 93.97

4D ST-HMM [128] 94.37 97.47

4D GSR 84.13 100

It is clear from these results that the 3D video modality outperforms the 2D video1750

modality. That is, the dynamics in 3D facial shapes has more discriminating power1751

compared to the dynamics of 2D facial images. When the proposed approach is compared1752

with [128], it is evident that the latter performs better in the ED case, where sequences1753
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with different expressions are compared. This indicates the effect of using registration1754

and tracking technique for the robustness against expression differences.1755

This is mainly due to the dense temporal vertex-tracking approach required before1756

training the HMMs. However, this comes at the cost of an increased computational com-1757

plexity of the tracking, in addition to the required accurate manual/automatic landmarks1758

detection in the first 3D frame of a sequence.1759

Table 4.8: Processing time of the proposed pipeline compared to [128]. A 3.2GHz CPU

was used in [128], compared to the 2.6GHz CPU used in our work

Processing time (s)
Processing Step Sun et al. [128] This work
One 3D frame processing 15 1

One probe recognition 5 0.73

Full video processing - 100 frames 1500 90

The computational aspect is evaluated in Table 4.8, which reports the processing1760

time of the proposed pipeline compared to [128]. From the Table, it emerges the proposed1761

approach is less demanding in processing time. While the method presented in [128]1762

includes time-consuming mesh processing steps, such as conformal mapping, generic1763

model adaptation and vertex-level tracking across the video, our approach benefits from1764

the subspace modeling methodology and sparse coding techniques over the underlying1765

manifold to keep the approach computationally cheap. In addition, it does not use manual1766

or automatic landmark detection and tracking of the face.1767

4.6 Towards 4D face recognition in adverse1768

conditions1769

Since most of current 3D dynamic datasets and 4D face recognition works are limited1770

to one face recognition problem that is the facial expressions, several other important1771

problems still not explored like pose variation, occlusion talking, walking, etc. In this1772

section, we present a new 3D/4D dynamic facial database collected basically to address1773

4D face recognition challenges in real world scenarios. Also, the subspace metric-based1774

approach is implemented to evaluate the performance of this approach under such1775

difficult scenarios in 3D unconstrained videos.1776
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4.6.1 The full 3D/4D face recognition database1777

All the available 3D dynamic databases are created to address the problem of facial1778

expressions and action units recognition as it can be seen from the literature review in1779

Section 2.8.2. This new 3D dynamic face recognition database implies several common1780

challenges which have not been considered in 3D dynamic before. It is collected using1781

single-view 3D Artec scanners with temporal resolution around 15 frames per second.1782

This database can make a contribution in 4D FR research, especially for non-constraint1783

scenarios.1784

There are 58 subjects in this database, 23 females and 35 males. The age average is 231785

years old from different ethnics groups. For each subject, we collected first a full 3D static1786

high-resolution model using the Artec MHT 3D scanner with the texture information. the1787

average vertices in every 3D model about 50 k vertices. Figure 4.10 shows an example of1788

a 3D static model from this database with and without texture information.1789

Figure 4.10: Full 3D static model from the database with and without texture information

Second, for every subject, eight 3D videos of 20 seconds using the Artec L 3D scanner1790

are recorded. These eight videos are: one segment for the following challenges: facial1791

expression, talking, walking, internal occlusion by hand or hair, external occlusion by1792

scarf or sunglasses, and multiple persons (two or three) and two neutral videos. We1793

refer by neutral that there is no facial expressions or occlusion. All of these videos were1794

recorded under free pose variation in front of the scanner. Since the scanner has been1795

used is a single view scanner, we have only a part of the face in many phases of the video1796

as it is depicted in Fig. 4.11. This database is available for public research use.1797

More details about the acquisition protocol, settings and database properties, are1798

published in [5].1799
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f ) 

g) 

Figure 4.11: The 3D dynamic sequences acquired under different conditions: a) neutral; b)

expressive; c) talking; d) internal occlusion by hand; e) external occlusion by sunglasses;

f) walking and g) multiple persons.

4.6.2 Preliminary experiments and results1800

To validate this new database, we applied a metric-based subspace learning approach to1801

recognize the identity similarly to the framework proposed in Sect. 4.3. Here, different1802

techniques are used to address the new challenges of this new dataset. The problem of1803

pose variation is solved by dividing the long video into short videos of size 15 frames (i.e.1804

about 1 second) where they have one nearby pose. The normal vector is estimated at1805
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each vertex for two reasons: First, to make a dense correspondence between successive1806

frames using normal shooting technique presented in [30]. This normal shooting was1807

used to track roughly the vertices through one subsequence to have registration. Second,1808

the map of z component values of the estimated normals are used as a spatial feature1809

vector for every frame. Before that, a down-sampling step is applied to each frame, to1810

produce a constant number of n vertices per frame. These feature vectors are vectorized1811

as columns of one matrix and k−SV D orthogonalization is applied to find the subspace1812

representation of the original data. These steps are illustrated in Fig. 4.12.1813

n - # of vertices 
in one the frame

3D Face 
Cropping

Mesh 
Down Sampling

3D Normal
Estimation

Dense 
Correspondence

k-Singular Value 
Decomposition

W – Window size

R – 3D patch
radius 

k – Subspace dimension 

For each 
frame

time

Figure 4.12: Overview of 4D to 4D FR approach under adverse conditions.

As a result of this pipeline, each 4D fragment is viewed as an element of the Grass-

mannian, and the original problem of 4D-to-4D matching in turned into a distance

measurement on Grassmann which can be formulated as follows:

(4.2) g∗ = argmin
i

dGeo(Xprobe,Xg i ) ,

where dGeo(., .) denotes the geodesic distance between two linear subspaces, and g∗ is the1814

closer fragment in the gallery set Xg i to the probe fragment Xprobe according to the used1815

distance. Furthermore, using the Riemannian geometry on Grassmann manifold makes1816

it possible to use other mathematical computations, such as mean computation and1817

k-means clustering explained in Sect. 3.4. As it is explained above, to solve the problem1818

of pose variations the sequence of each subject in the gallery is divided into multiple1819

instances over time. The same procedure is applied to probe sequences. Thus, each 3D1820

temporal fragment of a probe will be compared with all 3D temporal fragments in the1821

gallery. This exhaustive search can be avoided by applying k-means clustering algorithm1822
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on the gallery instances to cluster them according to the main pose of the 3D frames.1823

After applying this unsupervised clustering, each cluster uses the Karcher mean [73]1824

algorithm on all elements included in the cluster to have a representative mean subspace.1825

In this way, each probe sequence is compared just with the clusters’ representative in1826

order to recognize the probe pose first, and then it will be compared only with gallery1827

fragments that have the same pose only. Figure 4.13 illustrates instances from the same1828

subject or from different subjects that have similar poses grouped in the same class.1829

Figure 4.13: Each column shows instances belong to different subjects clustered together

due to their nearby poses.

For evaluation, we considered the 58 subject of the database. One of the neutral1830

3D dynamic sessions is taken as a gallery. After dividing the 20 seconds videos into1831

short subsequences, there are 20 subsequences resulted for every subject, and they are1832

clustered into 5 classes according to their poses. The mean of each class is computed1833

offline as well. For testing, 4 scenarios are considered: Neutral (Ne), Facial expression1834

(Fe), talking (Tk), and external occlusion (EO) for every subject. The subject 3D video1835

that contains these scenarios are tested separately after dividing every video into 201836

subsequences as has been done for the gallery. Recognition process includes comparing1837

the probe subsequence with the mean of gallery clusters to estimate its pose first, then1838

comparing it with the instances that belong to this pose to find the identity. Applying1839
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majority voting concept to have more robust decision using more than one instances is1840

implemented. The obtained recognition rates for these four scenarios (Ne, Fe, Tk, and1841

Eo) are equal to 72%,62%,65%, and 36%, respectively.1842

Although the results obtained from this dataset is lower than those have been ob-1843

tained on BU-4DFE database, the considered challenges in each scenario are more1844

difficult, and these primary experience results can be improved by adopting more ad-1845

vanced techniques for faces registration, feature extraction, and learning. More details1846

about this experimental study can be found in [6].1847

4.7 Conclusion1848

In this chapter, we have proposed a comprehensive 4D face recognition framework, which1849

adopts a subspace-learning methodology and exploiting the efficiency of low dimensional1850

subspace compact representation of the high dimensional data. While this direction1851

has been widely used in the 2D domain, to our knowledge, this is the first study which1852

brings it to the 3D domain for face recognition problem. As a contribution to our study,1853

we have demonstrated that the shape dynamics (behavior) improves the recognition1854

accuracy. This conclusion is valid even if the training samples (in the gallery) and the1855

probes (to be recognized) present a different facial behavior. Leveraging the geometry of1856

Grassmann manifolds, relevant geometric tools, and advanced Machine Learning tools,1857

i.e., dictionary learning and sparse coding on the underlying manifold and comparing1858

its performance with intrinsic learning methods like the Karcher mean computation.1859

This approach is capable of managing face recognition from dynamic sequences of1860

3D scans in an effective and efficient way. The main advantages of this framework1861

are: It is completely automatic and computationally less demanding compared to the1862

current literature. Evaluation on BU-4DFE database is conducted, and obtained results1863

outperform previous approaches under the expression-dependent setting and better1864

performance than 2D video and 3D static based approaches. An empirical analysis1865

for proposed approach parameters is reported as well. The importance of exploiting1866

more than one instance to make recognition decision (majority voting through the time)1867

advantage validated on expression independent scenario. A performance comparison1868

of the different defined distances in Grassmann Nearest Neighbor classifier shows the1869

superiority of projection distance over all others.1870

To bring face recognition from 3D dynamic sequences to more realistic scenarios,1871

new 3D/4D facial database has been collected containing several challenges like pose1872
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variation, facial expressions, talking, walking, internal and external occlusion and mul-1873

tiple persons in the scene. Experimental analysis for a primary metric-based subspace1874

learning approach for 4D to 4D face recognition on this new challenging database is1875

reported.1876

In the following Chapter 5, we will address another main application for 3D dynamic1877

sequences analysis which is spontaneous emotional states and pain affect early detection1878

from depth and 3D high-resolution dynamic data by analyzing trajectories of subspaces1879

on Grassmann manifolds.1880
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5
SPONTANEOUS EMOTION DETECTION IN 4D DATA

5.1 Introduction

One of major field of interest in facial sequences analysis is emotions and affects recog-1881

nition and detection. Most of the current facial expression recognition works in the1882

community consider the six prototypical (basic) expressions derived from psychological1883

study proposed by Ekman [44] and they include anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sad-1884

ness and surprise which are collected in acted manner. These posed expressions are1885

different from spontaneous and genuine expressions that are more complex. A more1886

recent alternative to the hard categorical description of human affect is the dimensional1887

description [111] in which an affective state is characterized in terms of a small number1888

of latent dimensions, rather than a small number of discrete emotion categories. The1889

dimensional description of emotions is shown in Fig. 5.1 using the Arousal-Valence1890

chart. On the horizontal axis, the evaluation dimension is accounted, from displeasure to1891

pleasure; on the vertical axis, the activation dimension is accounted through the arousal1892

state, varying from low-to-high.1893

In this chapter, we exploit 3D dynamic data representation on Grassmann manifolds1894

as trajectories, for the purpose of online spontaneous emotion detection, such as happi-1895

ness or physical pain from depth or 3D videos. Our approach consists of mapping the1896

video streams onto a Grassmann manifold (i.e., space of k-dimensional linear subspaces)1897

to form time-parameterized trajectories. To this end, depth videos are decomposed into1898

short-time clips, each approximated by a k-dimensional linear subspace, which is in1899
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Figure 5.1: Dimensional Arousal-Valence chart of human emotions.

turn a point on the Grassmann manifold that captures the embodied information in1900

the video at that portion. Then, the temporal evolution of subspaces gives rise to a1901

precise mathematical representation of trajectories on the underlying manifold. In the1902

final step, extracted spatio-temporal features based on computing the velocity vectors1903

along the trajectories, termed Geometric Motion History (GMH), are led to an early1904

event detector based on Structured Output SVM. The SO-SVM enables online emotion1905

detection in the 3D video from partial and complete data. Experimental results obtained1906

on the publicly available Cam3D Kinect [90] and BP4D-Spontaneous databases[155]1907

validate the proposed solution. The first database has served to exemplify the proposed1908

framework using depth sequences of the upper part of the body (4D-bodies) collected1909

using depth-consumer cameras, while the second database allowed the application of1910

the same framework to physical pain detection from high-resolution and long 4D-face1911

sequences.1912

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Sect. 5.2, we outline the main ideas1913

and contributions of the proposed approach; A discussion of the 3D video representation1914

adaptation to an early event-detector framework, which permits emotion detection from1915
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a 3D dynamic sequence is presented in Sect. 5.3; The pain detection from 4D data is1916

presented in Sect. 5.4; We showcase the potential of the proposed solution in Sect. 5.5, by1917

reporting results on the Cam3D Kinect database and BP4D-Spontaneous high-resolution1918

database; Finally, our conclusion is in Sect. 5.6.1919

5.2 Methodology and contributions1920

In this chapter, we propose an online approach that detects the emotional state from1921

3D dynamic data as early as possible. The proposed framework is evaluated on two1922

challenging problems: (a) Early detection of spontaneous emotional states from depth1923

sequences of the upper part of the body (depth-bodies) acquired with a low-resolution1924

sensor. Here, the spontaneous emotions derived from the dynamics of facial expressions1925

and upper body gestures together; (b) Early detection of spontaneous physical pain affect1926

from 4D high-resolution facial sequences (4D-faces).1927

Figure 5.2: Dynamic depth data representation as trajectories on the Grassmann mani-

fold Gk(Rn). The streams of depth data at the left, are mapped to associated trajectories

on the Grassmannian (right).

The main contribution has been introduced here is a new representation of human1928

space-time 3D/depth data and relevant processing tools. In fact, several inherent chal-1929

lenges arise when analyzing depth videos. The most relevant one derives from the1930

non-linearity of the space-time data. The non-linearity is caused by face deformations or1931

the body gestures. In addition, the rigid transformations, mainly rotations and transla-1932

tions, which span other challenging problems, like missing data. In fact, human body1933

acquisition using depth sensors or single-view 4D scanners includes auto-occlusions1934

(the occlusion of the body by itself). In the literature, solving these issues requires pose1935
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normalization as well as temporal registration along the depth-video, which are time-1936

consuming when processing dense data [128]. In our proposed approach, we account for1937

the non-linearity of the data and related transformations as follow: First, we assume1938

linearity in a local (short) time interval, by grouping the depth frames into subsequences1939

of predefined length and regarding each group as a linear subspace (i.e., span of an1940

orthonormal basis, represented by a matrix). This matrix gives rise to an element on a1941

specific well-known Riemannian manifold (Grassmannian manifold); Then, we generalize1942

it to longer videos using curves (i.e., non-linear) on the underlying curved manifold. This1943

manifold-mapping allows faithfully representing the original depth and 3D video data in1944

a cheaper and effective way, and it also shows robustness to noisy and missing data. This1945

latter aspect makes the proposed representation suitable for processing and analyzing1946

videos acquired with depth-consumer cameras, which suffer from low-accuracy and noisy1947

depth measurements as well as incomplete data. Finally, using a Structured Output1948

SVM (SO-SVM) based on sequential analysis of Euclidean spatio-temporal features, our1949

framework is also endowed with online affect state detection capability, thus permitting1950

early event detection.1951

Figure 5.2 summarizes the idea of mapping short-time depth video clips to a Grass-1952

mann manifold Gk(Rn), where k is the dimension of subspaces, and n the ambient space1953

dimension. The positions of points corresponding to successive clips capture the temporal1954

evolution (i.e., dynamics) of the face or the body in 3D videos, shown as a trajectory on the1955

manifold. In particular, the temporal evolution of neighboring points across the trajectory1956

is regarded as a one-dimensional feature vector, called Geometric Motion History (GMH)1957

descriptor, which constitutes the input to the SO-SVM early event detector. In summary,1958

the main contributions of this part are:1959

– A novel representation based on trajectories on Grassmann manifold suitable1960

for modeling 3D/depth sequences and inherent human motions (deformations,1961

gestures, etc.) of non-linear nature;1962

– A new space-time features vector termed GMH, which captures the spatio-temporal1963

information to analyze the dynamic facial or body data 3D data;1964

– An adaptation of the early event detector developed by Hoai and De la Torre [63]1965

for sequential analysis of Grassmann trajectories. In so doing, we report a clear1966

benefit in early spontaneous emotion detection using the upper part of the body,1967

rather than the face alone, and the efficiency in pain affect detection from 3D1968

high-resolution facial expression sequences.1969
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The proposed framework is also the first one, to our knowledge, capable of addressing1970

early detection of spontaneous emotions in a complex scenario that includes:1971

– Depth sequences of the upper part of the body acquired with a cost-effective Kinect1972

camera;1973

– Spontaneous emotions acquired without a rigid protocol (i.e., no assumption on the1974

time when the emotion occurs in the sequence);1975

– Emotional state detection does not depend only on the temporal dynamics of the1976

3D face deformations but also on the upper part of the body, including shoulders1977

and arms;1978

– Early detection of spontaneous physical pain from 4D high-resolution sequences.1979

5.3 Emotion detection from Kinect depth-bodies1980

In this scenario, videos of the upper part of the body (face, neck, shoulders and arms/hands)1981

are acquired using a depth-consumer (Kinect) camera.1982

The first processing step consists in segmenting the upper part of the body from the1983

background in each depth frame of the observed videos. Then, the sequence of the cropped1984

upper body is divided into successive short-time clips, based on a temporal window size1985

ω. For each clip, the cropped depth data (of each frame) of the body are reshaped to a1986

vector of size n, which is then arranged to a matrix X ∈Rn×ω. Applying k-SVD to X , i.e.,1987

X =UΣV T , the subspace spanned by the columns of the matrix U ∈Rn×k is retained to1988

represent the original clip. As a result, a video comprising m subsequences of size ω, and1989

each of them is mapped to represent k-dimensional linear subspaces which lies on the1990

Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn). These points define a corresponding time parameterized1991

trajectory on the manifold T (t) as discussed in Section 3.5.1, where every subspace here1992

is a time instance.1993

This representation by trajectories on Grassmann manifold allows us to reduce1994

the effect of the noise of the acquired depth data, and constitutes an efficient way to1995

sequentially analyze the video streams (when observed) and extract relevant space-time1996

features for online emotion detection. Our idea here is to compute first-order derivatives1997

of the trajectory, and build a history of the motion including both deformations and pose1998

changes. In so doing, the rhythm and the amplitude of the motion can be captured using1999

the norm of the derivation.2000
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5.3.1 Geometric Motion History (GMH)2001

In this work, we introduce a mono-dimensional feature vector to capture a spatio-2002

temporal description for the 3D dynamic video from its representation as trajectory2003

of subsapces on the Grassmann manifold. From this 4D-depth bodies, this GMH will2004

be built from the instantaneous speed along trajectories as presented in Section 3.5.2.2005

More in details, trajectories on Grassmann manifold can be analyzed by considering2006

the evolution of their instantaneous speed. Given an observed portion of the trajectory2007

T (t) in the time interval [0, t], the instantaneous speed can be computed as the distance2008

between neighboring points X (t) and X (t+δ) along the trajectory, where δ is an integer2009

constant added to control the evolution step between considered subsapces of the tra-2010

jectory. The length of the shortest path is computed (Geodesic distance) on Grassmann2011

manifold between the elements of the trajectory with step δ to build the Geometric2012

Motion History (GMH) that characterizes the temporal motion of this 3D dynamic video.2013

For an experimental validation of using Grassmann manifold, the same GMH is also2014

built on Stiefel manifold using the Frobenius norm distance, given in Eq. 3.9, as it will be2015

seen in the experimental Section 5.5. Figure 5.3 plots the GMH feature vectors obtained2016

for three different depth videos, where the green segment corresponds to the emotion of2017

interest while the black GMH segments are obtained for other different emotions. The2018

similar shape exhibited by the GMH descriptors in the three cases for the emotion of2019

interest in the middle can be appreciated.2020

5.3.2 Structured output learning from sequential data2021

The principle idea behind early detection from sequential data is to find the correct2022

classifier capable of providing a recognition decision from both partial and complete2023

events. This should permit recognition of the emotion of interest while receiving the2024

sequential data and also provide its initial and ending boundary. To this end, in this work,2025

we adopted the Structured-Output SVM (SO-SVM) [63], motivated by some interesting2026

aspects of this classifier: 1) it can be trained on all partial segments and the complete one2027

at the same time; 2) it allows us to model the correlation between the extracted features2028

and duration of the emotion; 3) no previous knowledge is required about the structure of2029

the emotion; 4) it can give better performance than other algorithms in sequence-based2030

applications [99].2031

Assume a set of Geometric Motion History (GMH) feature vectors are computed. Each2032

resulted GMH feature vector includes an emotion of interest, which is annotated by a2033
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Figure 5.3: Three examples of the Geometric Motion History feature vectors extracted

using the proposed framework.

pair of values 〈si, ei〉, representing the start and end time of the emotion, respectively.2034

At any time ti comprised within the start and end of the emotion si ≤ ti ≤ ei, all partial2035

emotions sub-segments obtained between [si, ti] will be used to train the structured2036

output early event detector, since these different size sub-segments represent positive2037

samples. All the other parts of the GMH are considered, instead, as negative samples.2038

Another important aspect in SO-SVM early detection that always the more complete2039

emotion portion of the video has a higher functional score than the less complete one as2040

depicted in Fig. 5.42041

The expected performance from SO-SVM in the testing stage is to fire the detection2042

of the emotion of interest as soon as possible (after it starts and before it ends). As an2043

example, Fig. 5.3 shows (in red) the detection times at which the early detection of the2044

emotion from depth video is performed online. The problem of size variation between2045

the partial segments of the emotion and the complete one is solved by computing the2046
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Complete event  

Partial event  
Before segment 

Next segment 

Figure 5.4: Online early detection score for happiness emotion from dynamic data

L2-normalized histogram for each GMH segment to pass it to the SO-SVM. More details2047

about this SO-learning framework can be found in [63]. The task of emotion detection is2048

formulated as an early detection problem, which aims to detect the emotion of interest as2049

quick as possible. This is achieved using SO-SVM, which results in a convex optimization2050

problem [130].2051

Algorithm 6 summarizes the steps of our proposed method for early emotion detection2052

from depth bodies.2053

5.4 Physical pain detection from 4D-faces2054

In this Section, we present a different adaptation of our trajectory based framework to2055

the scenario of spontaneous physical pain detection from high-resolution 4D scans. Two2056

different representations of the facial data are used here. First, the 3D landmarks-based2057

method that uses the 3D facial keypoints available in the video (as a baseline), and2058

the depth frames obtained from the 3D high-resolution scan. Since the detection of2059

physical pain from the face is related to slight and local facial expressions, we proposed2060

to create the Geometric Motion History (GMH) of the 3D video not only by geodesic2061

distance but by using the complete information available in the velocity vector between2062
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Algorithm 6 – Online emotion detection from 4D depth-bodies
Require: Depth bodies videos set S = {S i

mi
}M
i=1, of size M; every S i has mi frames; ω is the

window size

Initialization:

for i ← 1 to M do
Ŝ i ← S i //Depth preprocessing and taking the region of interest

Xi = {X i
1, X i

2, ..., X i
N }← Ŝ i //Dividing video into N successive subsequences of size ω

T i(t)← kSV D{X i
t }

N
t=1 //Subspace representation of the subsequences as trajectory

GMH i(t) ← dGeo(T i(t),T i(t+δ)) //GMH building by computing geodeisc distances be-

tween successive subsapces

end for

Processing:

D{i} = [GMHL | GMHM | GMHR] //GMH Concatenation with emotion of interest in the

middle

Label{i}]= [s , e] //GMHM start and end points indexes

Model = SO-SVM(Dtr,Label tr) //SO-SVM Training

y* = SO-SVM(Dtst,Model) //SO-SVM Testing

Ensure: y*=[s*,e*] //Emotion of interest detected boundaries

two subspaces in the trajectory. To this end, we implemented the transported velocity2063

vector fields formulation presented in Sect. 3.5.3. By this implementation, we intend to2064

illustrate the utility of considering the information carried in velocity vectors to capture2065

densely the deformations. Figure 5.5 shows the landmarks and the depth image with2066

their corresponding 2D texture image that belong to one 3D pain face, taken from the2067

BP4D-Spontaneous expression dataset.2068

5.4.1 3D landmarks-based Grassmann trajectories2069

In this solution, we start from a sequence of high-resolution 3D face scans, each of which2070

is labeled with l facial landmarks. The 3D coordinates (x, y, z) of the facial landmarks are2071

considered as a simple baseline descriptor of the face so that each frame is represented2072

by a vector in R3×l . Starting from this representation, and following the same steps of2073

Sect. 5.3 as dividing the video into subsequences of size ω, applying k-SVD to obtain2074

a trajectory of subspaces for every 3D dynamic pain sequence T (t) on a Grassmann2075

manifold Gk(R3×l). The 3D spatio-temporal information is then captured by computing2076
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Texture Image                                   3D Landmarks                           Depth Image 

Figure 5.5: From left to right: color image; 3D landmarks; and depth image.

the geodesic distance between successive subspaces by step δ to build the Geometric2077

Motion History from dynamic 3D landmarks.2078

In addition, the change in the instantaneous speed along a trajectory due to both2079

facial deformations between two subspaces of the trajectory with interval δ and the2080

pose variations can be observed. This latter effect is the dominant one in Fig. 5.6, due2081

to a strong pose variation. This represents a problem for emotion recognition from the2082

facial deformation that is addressed by pose normalization as it will be detailed in the2083

experimental part.2084

From this one-dimensional vector derived from 4D high-resolution facial data using2085

δ= 1,3,6 can be observed. The importance of selecting an appropriate value of δ emerges2086

clearly from the Figure. It is evident that the signal resulting for δ= 1 is noisy while the2087

informative change in the subsequence is clearer for δ= 3. Further increasing δ to 6 can2088

cancel information about the emotional evolution through the video.2089

This solution uses local and sparse information of the 3D shape of the face, and will2090

serve as a baseline to compare with the dense 3D shape representation using depth2091

images.2092

5.4.2 Depth-based Grassmann trajectories2093

In this case, we produce a depth image from each 3D model after preprocessing and2094

cropping the facial area. As mentioned earlier, a depth map gives a complete shape2095

description of the face, rather than only the 3D landmarks. Following the same procedure2096

as previously, every subsequence of ω depth frames is modeled as a k-dimensional2097

subspace of Rn, being n the image size after vectorization. This permits us to build2098

a time-parametrized trajectory T (t) of subspaces on the Grassmann manifold Gk(Rn),2099
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# Trajectory Index 

# Trajectory Index 

# Trajectory Index 

Figure 5.6: The instantaneous speed along a trajectory on Grassmannian manifold

computed for a pain depth flow for different values of δ= 1,3,6.

similarly to the case studied in Sect. 5.3. In this scenario, in addition to build the GMH2100

by computing the geodesic distances between successive subspaces, like in the landmarks2101

representation method, we introduce a more efficient spatio-temporal representation of2102

the facial dynamic data by proposing the Local Deformation Histogram (LDH) descriptor2103

that follows the transported vector field formulation.2104

More in detail, the LDH is computed through the following steps. First, the velocity2105

vector V between successive subspaces of a trajectory T on the Grassmann manifold2106

Gk(Rn) is computed and transported to a fixed tangent space TI(Gk(Rn)) at the identity2107

element of Grassmann manifold. One possible representation of the parallel transported2108

velocity vector (Vi) ∈ TI (Gk(Rn)) is a matrix of size n×k. Taking the k first columns of this2109

matrix Vi as vectors of size n and reshaping them to the original dimension of the face2110

depth image m̂× n̂ gives rise to a k-first components. Visualizing these components as2111

2D images shows clearly the temporal deformation with respect to its spatial location in2112

the depth image. The first component of the velocity vector contains informative motion2113

data, where the rest contains noise and redundant data.2114
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Then, rather than using the Grassmann distance that quantifies the speed along the2115

trajectory, we propose to exploit the first component of the velocity vector between two2116

subspaces. This new representation for the temporal evolution of the trajectory carries2117

information not only about the speed of the deformation, but also about where and in2118

which direction the deformation occurs as anticipated in Fig. 5.7.2119

Figure 5.7: The visualization of velocity vectors first components between subspaces of

one trajectory with their corresponding 2D texture images. The color maps show where

the deformation happens in the face and its direction. Colors around green mean no

deformation; from green to red: deformation in the positive z axis direction and from

green to blue deformation in the negative z direction. The degree of the color indicates

the deformation intensity.

This is illustrated in Fig. 5.7, where positive values indicate a deformation in the2120

forward (positive z axis) direction, while negative values indicate deformation in the2121

backward (negative z axis) direction. The scalar value also indicates the degree of2122

deformation.2123

In a final step, the matrix is divided into blocks, thus permitting us to localize2124

where the deformation happens in the face, and compute a dual value (positive/negative)2125

histogram for each block. This dual-value histogram gives us an idea about the intensity2126

and the direction of the deformation of the facial area associated with the block. Then,2127

the concatenation of all blocks provides what we call the Local Deformation Histogram2128

(LDH) for the velocity vector. The LDH vectors between each two successive subspaces2129

will be concatenated sequentially to build the Geometric Motion History GMH out of the2130

trajectory T on Grassmann manifold. Fig. 5.8 illustrates these steps.2131

The beginning and the end of the pain are decided according to certain annotated2132
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….... 

Velocity Vector Component  

… … 

             GMH  =  [ LDH1  |  … | LDHt …    | LDHn ]  

Figure 5.8: Illustration of LDH computation from the velocity vectors (red arrows)

between subspaces (green triangles) of the same trajectory. Taking the first component

of the velocity vector, and dividing the first component into 5×5 blocks, computing the

dual value histogram for every batch and concatenate them together to have the LDHt.

Concatenating LDH for a ω frames gives rise the GMH feature vector, input of the

SO-SVM algorithm.

facial action units combination (this aspect will be discussed in more detail in Sect. 5.5).2133

The SO-SVM approach presented above will be used to detect the pain feeling as early as2134

possible from the GMH features extracted from the landmarks and depth representation.2135

Algorithm 7 summarizes the main steps of the pain detection approach from 4D high-2136

resolution data using the local deformation histogram (LDH).2137

5.5 Experiments and evaluation2138

To validate the proposed framework, we have conducted several experiments of emotion2139

detection on two different datasets. The first dataset captures depth-videos of the upper2140
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Algorithm 7 – Physical pain detection from 4D-faces
Require: 4D facial scans set S= {S i

mi
}M
i=1, of size M; every S i has mi frames; ω is the window

size. Labels{Li}M
i=1, where Li[s, e] indicates the start and the end of pain affect in S i

Initialization:

for i ← 1 to M do
Ŝ i ← S i //3D preprocessing and depth generation

X i{X i
1 ,X i

2 , ...,X i
N }← Ŝ i //Dividing video into subsequences

Ti{1, .., N}← kSV D(X i{1, .., N}) //Trajectory building

Vi ←V elocity(Ti) //Velocity Vectors between subspaces

V T
i ← Transport(Vi) //Tranportation to one tangent space

LDHi{1, .., N}= LDH(V T
i ) //LDH from velocity vectors

GMHi ← [LDHi(1),LDHi(2)....,LDHi(N)] //GMH building by concatenation of LDHs

end for

Processing:

Model = SOSVM(GMHtr,Labelstr) //SO-SVM Training

y* = SO-SVM(GMHtst,Model) //SO-SVM Testing

Ensure: y*=[s*,e*] //Pain affect detected boundaries

part of the body when spontaneous emotions or complex mental states, such as happiness2141

and thinking are exhibited [90]. We will apply our framework on this dataset to obtain2142

early detection of a spontaneous emotional state of interest. The second dataset consists2143

of high-resolution 3D videos of faces also showing spontaneous emotions, like happiness,2144

sadness, physical pain, etc. [152]. On this database, our experiments focus on early2145

detection of spontaneous physical pain using different representations.2146

Two evaluation criteria are used to test the performance from the viewpoint of2147

accuracy and timeliness.2148

• Area under the ROC curve: A ROC curve is created by plotting the True Positive2149

Rate (TPR) vs. the False Positive Rate (FPR) at varying threshold; and the Area2150

Under ROC Curve (AUC) gives the overall performance of the binary classifier to2151

discriminate between positive and negative samples;2152

• AMOC curve: The Activity Monitoring Operating Characteristic curve is generally

used to evaluate the timeliness of any event surveillance system. It gives an

indicator of how fast the detection of the event is, by reporting the Normalized
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Time to Detection (NTtoD) as a function of False Positive Rate (FPR). In particular,

NTtoD is defined as the fraction of the event occurred at one-time instance. For an

event starting at s and ending at e in a time series, if the detector fires the event

at time t where s < t < e, the NTtoD is given by:

(5.1) NTtoD = t− s+1
e− s+1

.

5.5.1 Cam3D Kinect database2153

In the Cam3D Kinect database [90], Mahmoud et al. collected a set of 108 audio/video2154

segments of natural complex mental states of 7 subjects. Each video is acquired with2155

the Kinect camera, including both the appearance (RGB) and depth (D) information.2156

The data capture natural facial expressions and the accompanying hand gestures. The2157

emotional states are: Agreeing, Bored, Disagreeing, Disgusted, Excite, Happy, Interested,2158

Sad, Surprised, Thinking and Unsure. These emotional states are more realistic and2159

more complex than the basic well known six facial expressions that are commonly used2160

in the literature. Figure 5.9 shows example frames for four different emotional states. It2161

can be observed the subjects sit at a table in front of the camera showing the upper part2162

of the body, including arms and hands, shoulders and face.2163

       Thinking                     Interested              Happiness                       Bored 

Figure 5.9: Cam3D Kinect database: Example depth frames with their corresponding 2D

texture image of different emotional states.

Table 5.1 shows the number of available segments for each emotional state. It can be2164

observed that videos in this dataset provide a sampling of the dimensional description2165

chart of emotions as reported in Fig. 5.1. However, the possibility to use each emotion2166

category in a detection experiment is hindered by the low number of videos comprised2167

by several categories (i.e., less than 8 videos are present in 9 out of the 12 emotion2168
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categories, with 5 categories having just 1 or 2 videos). This motivated us to consider2169

the following two experimental scenarios: Happiness vs. others; and Thinking/Unsure2170

vs. others. Compared to the chart of Fig. 5.1, the first scenario tests the detection of an2171

emotion of interest located in the high-arousal / pleasure quadrant (positive emotion);2172

the second one refers to an emotion in the low-arousal / displeasure sector (negative2173

emotion).2174

Table 5.1: Number of available depth videos for each emotional state

Emotional/Mental State # of depth videos
Agreeing 4

Bored 3

Disagreeing 2

Disgusted 1

Excited 1

Happy 26
Interested 7

Neutral 2

Sad 1

Surprised 5

Thinking 22
Unsure 32

5.5.2 Emotional state detection2175

We applied the method using speed along trajectories on the manifold (see Algorithm 6)2176

to detect emotional states from two different regions of the dimensional Arousal-Valence2177

emotion chart of Fig. 5.1: (1) Happiness out of all non-happiness, i.e., Happiness vs. others2178

(high-arousal/pleasure quadrant); (2) Thinking/Unsure vs. others (low-arousal / displea-2179

sure quadrant). In both the experiments, the videos of the emotion of interest and the2180

videos of the other emotions are divided equally into two halves, one used for training2181

and one for testing. Then, the Geometric Motion History feature (GMH) of each video is2182

computed by dividing the video into subsequences of size ω= 20 and subspace dimension2183

k = 5. These setting have been chosen empirically. Then, the GMH of the emotion of2184

interest is concatenated with the GMH computed for two videos of different emotional2185

states. Selecting these videos randomly for each concatenation, permitted us to obtain2186
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more training and testing data. Some examples of this process are illustrated in Fig. 5.3.2187

Using this setting, we derive a total of 100 GMH for training and the same number2188

for testing. For each generated sequence, the start and the end point of the emotion2189

of interest are known. Experiments in the following explore different aspects of the2190

proposed approach.2191

In a first experiment, we compare the performance of our trajectory sequential2192

analysis framework using the Geometric Motion History feature computed for Grassmann2193

and Stiefel manifold. For the Happiness vs. others case, Fig. 5.10 shows the ROC and2194

the AMOC curves obtained. From the ROC curves related to the Grassmann, it can2195

be observed that when the FPR is around 20% the TPR reaches 90% for Happiness2196

detection. This accuracy decreases significantly (around 50%) at FAR=10%. Comparing2197

the analysis of the trajectories along the Stiefel (dashed curves) and the Grassmann2198

manifold (continuous curves), it clearly emerges the sequential analysis performed on2199

Grassmann manifold outperforms the analysis on Stiefel manifold. The areas under ROC2200

curves are 0.73 and 0.84 on Stiefel and Grassmann, respectively. The same findings can2201

be concluded from comparing Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds for Thinking/Unsure2202

emotional state in Fig. 5.10.2203

This demonstrates the consistency of the subspace based representation Y = Span(Y )2204

and the associated metric dG over the matrix representation. This is mainly due to the2205

invariance of the subspace representation to the rotations O(k) as G is a quotient space2206

of V under the group action of O(k). The plots on the right of Fig. 5.10 show the evolution2207

of the system latency (the fraction of video needed to make the binary decision) against2208

FPR. For example, the detector achieves 20% of FPR by analyzing 20% of the video2209

segment. Also, in this case, results reported for the Grassmann representation are better2210

than results obtained from the Stiefel representation.2211

From Fig. 5.10, it is also possible to compare detection accuracy results for Hap-2212

piness and Thinking/Unsure. In particular, the Thinking/Unsure detection shows a2213

performance decrease with respect to the Happiness detection results. The area under2214

the ROC curve is 0.66 and 0.79 on Stiefel and Grassmann manifold, respectively, for2215

Thinking/Unsure, while they are 0.73 and 0.84 for Happiness. These results confirm the2216

advantage in using the Grassmann rather than the Stiefel representation. From the plot2217

on the right of this Figure, it can be noted that about 20% of the negative samples are2218

recognized to be an element of this class, even if the videos are observed completely. This2219

can be motivated by the "common" neutral behavior exhibited by human when conveying2220

other complex mental states (e.g., agreeing, bored, etc.). This induces a confusion to the2221
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Figure 5.10: ROC and AMOC curves for Happiness (top) detection and Thinking/Unsure
detection over Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds.

detector, which was not the case for the Happiness detector, as the happiness is often2222

accompanied by body and facial expressions.2223

To investigate the importance of using the upper part of the body versus using only2224

the face depth spatio-temporal information, we performed experiments with the previous2225

protocol, but considering the upper body in the depth videos to construct the GMH on2226

Grassmann manifold, instead of the cropped region of the face. From Fig. 5.11, it is clear2227

that the emotional state exhibited by the upper part of the body is easier to detect than2228

considering the facial region alone when acquired using cost-effective cameras. In the2229
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Happiness experiment, the area under the ROC curve for the upper part of the body and2230

the face only are 0.84 and 0.68, respectively. Performing the same experiment for the2231

Thinking/Unsure case, the area under the ROC curve is 0.79 and 0.63 for the upper2232

part of the body and the face only, respectively. This result is in agreement with studies2233

like [94, 135], which encourage the use of the upper body with the face to have better2234

performance in automatic emotional state understanding.2235

Figure 5.11: ROC curves comparison for Happiness and Thinking/Unsure detection over

the Grassmann manifold using the upper body and the face only.

Finally, we also investigated the relevance of the window size (# of frames used2236

to embody the motion in the subspace) and of the subspace dimension. In Fig. 5.12,2237

we consider the Grassmann manifold for Happiness detection and compare results for2238

windows of size ω= 20 and ω= 5 (red and blue curves, respectively). The dimension of2239

the subspace is k = 5 in both the cases (we remember here, k is the number of singular-2240

values used for the subspace representation). In the first case, with the window size of2241

ω= 20, using five singular values permits us to keep 90% of the original information of2242

the temporal window (we selected this value by empirical experiment); in the second2243

case (ω= 5), we keep 100% of the information as k =ω= 5. So, in this comparison the2244

window size ω is the only changing parameter. The area under the ROC curve for ω= 52245

is 0.74, and 0.84 when ω= 20. The observed performance gap between the two cases (a2246
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quite marked improvement is noted for ω= 20), clearly evidences the importance of an2247

appropriate setting of these parameters.2248
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Figure 5.12: ROC and AMOC curves for Happiness detection over the Grassmann

manifold for two different window size (i.e., ω= 5 and ω= 20).

5.5.3 BP4D-Spontaneous facial expression database2249

In [152], Zhang et al. proposed Binghamton-Pittsburgh 3D dynamic (4D) spontaneous2250

facial expression database. This database includes 41 subjects acquired using Di3D2251

dynamic face capturing system at 25 fps resolution for 3D videos. There are 8 different2252

tasks for every subject corresponding to the following spontaneous expressions: Happi-2253

ness or Amusement, Sadness, Surprise, Embarrassment, Fear or Nervous, Physical pain,2254

Anger or upset and Disgust. This database provides the 3D model and the 2D still images2255

for every video with metadata. The metadata includes for 2D texture images, the 462256

landmarks annotation with the pose information, and for 3D models, 83 feature points2257

(landmarks) annotation with the pose information given by the pitch, yaw and roll angles.2258

Facial action units (FAUs) are provided for 20 seconds (about 500 frames) of every task.2259

This AU annotation provides information about the fact a specific AU is activated or not2260

in the frame and its intensity in the case of activation. Figure 5.13 depicts one 3D model2261

with its corresponding 2D texture image for every task.2262
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Happy         Sadness      Surprise     Embarrassment      Fear         Physical Pain      Anger         Disgust 

Figure 5.13: BP4D Database: Examples of the eight different spontaneous expressions

(tasks) included in the database

5.5.4 Analyzing 4D-faces for physical pain detection2263

We applied the proposed geometric framework with transported velocity vector fields

method as explained in Sect. 5.4 to detect spontaneous physical pain from 3D dynamic

facial videos. The spontaneous physical pain is elicited by putting the participant’s hand

in ice water for each of the 41 subjects. The acquired 3D videos are quite long (their

duration is about 20s), and it is known there is a pain emotion through the video, which

constitutes our initial ground truth. To have accurate pain affect start and end points

during the video as an emotion of interest, we use the FAUs provided annotation. Several

studies have been conducted in psychology field to reveal the optimal AUs combination

that can define the physical pain emotional state, like [70] where they found the AUs that

can be activated in pain affect are those listed in Table 5.2. Parkachin and Solomonin [70]

also proposed a pain intensity scale equation (PSPI) considering certain AUs:

(5.2) Pain = AU4+ (AU6||AU7)+ (AU9||AU10)+ AU43 .

Zhang et al. [155] made extensive study to show the mapping between the AUs and

the targeted emotion on BP4D database, and they found that AUs {4, 6, 7, 9, 10} are the

most common in pain videos. From these results, and the available AUs annotation, we

decided the begging and the end of the pain in the videos using the following equation:

(5.3) Pain = AU4+ (AU6||AU7)+ (AU9||AU10) .

which states that a physical pain is considered as existing if AU4 and (AU6 or AU7) and2264
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Table 5.2: Possible AUs related to pain according to [70].

Action unit Name Action unit Name
4 Brow Lowerer 20 Lip Stretcher

6 Cheek Raising 25 Lip parter

7 Eyelid Tightener 26 Jaw Dropper

9 Nose wrinkler 27 Mouth Stretcher

10 Upper Lip Raiser 43 Eye Closer

12 Lip Corner Puller

(AU9 or AU10) are activated. Figure 5.14 illustrates the use of AUs combination for pain2265

annotation according to Eq. (5.3).2266

Figure 5.14: Illustration of AU activation during a physical pain video. The horizontal

axis gives the frame index in the video, and the vertical axis provides the activation (i.e.

of value 1) or non-activation of the AU (i.e. of value 0).

Based on the available AUs annotation in BP4D database, 28 subjects have been2267

selected for the task of physical pain detection (task 6 videos). Half of these subjects2268

(14) are used for training and the second half (14) for testing in the SO-SVM learning2269
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framework with the beginning and the end of pain emotion labels. There is no need for2270

concatenation of GMH in these experiments since we have long 3D videos and the pain2271

does not start immediately according to the eliciting protocol. Two methods have been2272

investigated in this work to model the 3D video subsequences. Results, for both the cases,2273

are reported in the following, using a window size ω= 6 for deriving the linear subspaces.2274

3D landmarks-based (baseline) method2275

In this representation, we use the 3D coordinates (x, y, z) of the 83 landmarks available2276

in BP4D metadata as a representative feature for every 3 frame after vectorizing these2277

values to have a feature vector in Rn where n = 83∗3= 249. This approach is regarded2278

as a baseline solution for our work. We model every subsequence of size ω = 6 as one2279

subspace after applying k-SVD, with k = 2. These settings are selected empirically. Two2280

experiments are conducted using this representation to study the pose effects and the2281

step δ on the trajectory.2282

To evaluate the pose normalization effect on the performance, we used the landmarks2283

representation for pain detection from 3D videos with and without the pose normalization2284

in order to investigate how the pose variation affects the pain detection accuracy. The pose2285

is normalized by applying the inverse rotation of the 3D frame pose information given2286

in the metadata. From Fig. 5.15, it is quite clear that the AUC with pose normalization2287

(0.68,0.78,0.76) are higher than without pose normalization (0.63,0.75,0.70) for δ= 1,3,6,2288

respectively. These results confirm the negative effect of pose variation in our framework,2289

because the facial deformation resulting from pain affect in correspondence to the2290

landmarks is combined with the changes resulting from the pose variation.2291

GMH curves on Grassmann manifold can be affected by noisy changes that might2292

occur due to raw data or errors in the registration step. To investigate this aspect, we2293

considered the effect of different smoothing levels applied to the Grassmann trajectory,2294

which corresponds to using different values of δ. This empirical analysis is conducted2295

using the landmarks representation and normalized pose with ω= 6 and k = 2. Table 5.32296

shows the AUC values for pain detection with this setting for δ from 1 to 5. The best2297

AUC value of 0.78 is obtained for δ= 3. These results show that smoothed trajectories,2298

corresponding to δ> 1, provide better performance up to a certain extent, thanks to the2299

noise removal, but large values of δ (e.g., δ= {4,5}) affect negatively the results, since2300

informative changes along the time can be canceled.2301
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Figure 5.15: ROC curve for the landmarks method. The left plots show the ROC curves

after pose normalization for δ = {1,3,6}, while the right plots show the performance

obtained without pose normalization.

Table 5.3: AUC values for the landmarks method, with and without pose normalization,

for δ= 1,2,3,4,5

value of δ 1 2 3 4 5

AUC – not normalized pose 0.63 0.69 0.75 0.71 0.70

AUC – normalized pose 0.68 0.72 0.78 0.75 0.74

Depth representation method2302

In this approach, the depth images of the face region are used instead of the landmarks.2303

The depth image is obtained by rendering the 3D model after pose normalization, and2304

then the face region is cropped and saved as a depth image of size 100×75. The pain2305

depth video is divided into subsequences of size ω= 6, and every subsequence is modeled2306

as one subspace by applying k-SVD, with k = 2 and δ= 3.2307

Firstly, we compare the performance of the proposed pain detection framework2308

by using two different facial representations: the landmarks, and the depth data of2309

the face region. In both the cases, the geodesic distance is used to create the GMH2310

trajectories, with ω= 6 and k = 2 under normalized pose. Figure 5.16 shows the ROC2311
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and AMOC curves for the two methods. From the ROC curve, we observe the depth2312

representation, whose captures carry more spatio-temporal information, also achieves2313

better performance on pain affect detection. The AUC value obtained using depth flow2314

reached 0.80, compared to the value of 0.78 obtained using the landmarks only. In term2315

of timeliness represented by AMOC curve, we can see that the depth flow scores less2316

false positive rate once the system receives more than 50% of the pain emotion frames.2317
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Figure 5.16: ROC and AMOC curves for comparison between pain detection using

landmarks and depth representation.

The performance of the GMH computed from the geodesic distances is then evalu-2318

ated in comparison with our proposed Local Deformation Histogram (LDH) descriptor2319

extracted from the whole velocity vector between two successive subspaces along the2320

trajectory (see Sect. 5.4). In both ehe cases, we used pose normalization with ω = 6,2321

k = 2, and δ= 3. Results for this experiment are reported in Fig. 5.17, showing the ROC2322

and AMOC curves for the two methods. The ROC curve on the left shows the superior2323

performance of the LDH representation over the geodesic distance, where the AUC for2324

LDH and geodesic distance is 0.84 and 0.80, respectively. The AMOC curve on the right2325

shows that the two methods are comparable, while the system receives less than 40%2326

of the pain emotion, and the LDH method achieves less false positive rate when more2327

frames are received.2328

These results confirm the efficiency of using local coding of the temporal facial2329

deformation through the time for pain affect detection from facial expressions. This2330
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--- GMH 

- - - LDH 

--- GMH 

- - - LDH 

Figure 5.17: ROC and AMOC curves for comparison between pain detection using Local
Deformation Histogram (LDH) and Grassmann distances-based GMH.

representation outperforms the geodesic distance method, which accounts only for the2331

speed of the deformation through the time, thus incurring in potential hiding of important2332

local cues for detection.2333

5.6 Conclusion2334

In this chapter, we have introduced a novel geometric framework for early detection2335

of spontaneous emotional states, and experimented its applicability in two different2336

scenarios: (i) happiness/thinking-unsure detection in depth videos of the upper part of the2337

body acquired using Kinect-like cameras (depth-bodies); and (ii) physical pain detection2338

from 3D high-resolution facial sequences (4D-faces). The key idea of our approach is to2339

represent the stream of depth-images as time-parametrized trajectories of subspaces on2340

a well defined Grassmann manifold. Analyzing the obtained trajectories gives rise to2341

space-time features called GMH (Geometric Motion History) computed in two different2342

ways to allow global and local analyze of the deformations and their temporal rhythm2343

along the underlying trajectories. From a perspective of binary classification, we use an2344

adaptation of the SVM algorithm to accommodate sequential (partial) analysis of the2345

features, proposed earlier in [63]. We have experimentally illustrated the effectiveness of2346

the proposed framework using two datasets: the Cam3D contains spontaneous emotions2347

and complex mental states, such as happiness and thinking/unsure, while the BP4D2348
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consists of high-resolution 3D facial sequences of a set of eight emotional states, including2349

the physical pain affect. We have performed several experiments including (i) global vs.2350

local GMH (using LDH) representations, (ii) sparse (3D landmarks) vs. dense (depth)2351

data, (iii) Stiefel vs. Grassmann (quotient space of the Stiefel), and (iv) the impact of2352

the pose variation on the obtained results. To our knowledge, this is the first work2353

proposing early automated detection of spontaneous emotions and pain acquired from2354

high-resolution and low-resolution depth videos.2355

We have limited our experiments to an existing early event detector [63] from se-2356

quential Euclidean features in order to exemplify the proposed representation. It will be2357

interesting to investigate advanced statistical inference techniques of partial (or full)2358

observations using intrinsic (on the manifold) or extrinsic (e.g., fixed tangent space). In2359

addition, we will apply the same framework to other databases and emotions to make2360

more detailed comparison with other detection approaches.2361
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CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Summary and contributions2362

We have demonstrated, through the study investigated in this thesis, the contribu-2363

tion of 3D facial dynamic behavior in identity recognition and spontaneous emotion2364

early detection. We have proposed a unified framework based on (optimized) subspace2365

representations, which leads to the Grassmann manifolds. When the subspace-based2366

representation is widely used in 2D domain and several computer vision research areas2367

such as face recognition [134], action recognition [138], facial expression recognition2368

[1] and age estimation [48]. To our knowledge, our study is the first one bringing these2369

ideas, with extensions, to 3D dynamic domain. For each targeted application, we have2370

derived a specific representation and efficient classification/detection algorithms. That2371

is, in the context of face recognition, we have used the sparse coding and dictionary2372

learning techniques on Grassmannian to design an efficient solution. We have demon-2373

strated experimentally that considering the temporal evolution (up to certain interval)2374

of the face helps to recognize people both in expression-dependent (same expression)2375

and expression-independent (different expression) scenarios. A comparative study of2376

the proposed solution to the existing method of Sun et al. [128] and two baseline algo-2377

rithms, GNNC for Grassmann Nearest-Neighbor Classifier and an improved variant2378

of the Grassmann Discriminant Analysis (GGDA) has shown the effectiveness of the2379

proposed solution. In fact, our approach does not need neither landmarks detection nor2380

tracking densely the vertex-flow over the 3D video. Extensive experiments (on the pub-2381
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licly available dataset BU-4DFE) are conducted but remains limited due to the limited2382

number of subjects. Initially, this database is designed to test solutions on 4D (posed)2383

facial expression analysis, where the participants are asked to sit in front of the camera2384

and pose specific expression. Hence, all the 3D frames are near-frontal and of spatial2385

and temporal high-resolutions.2386

To allow more realistic face recognition tests from 3D video, we have collected a new2387

dataset, which includes several sequences of 58 participants, using a single-view 3D2388

scanner with a large field-of-view to allow people (more than one in some scenarios)2389

moving freely (but up to certain distance) in front of the 3D camera. Preliminary results2390

on this new challenging dataset are reported as well.2391

As far as the second targeted application of early detection of spontaneous emotion2392

is concerned, a novel (non-linear) representation of long 4D sequences is proposed. It2393

consists to map the original 3D video data to Grassmann manifolds and build time-2394

parametrized curves (or trajectories). Then, a simple dynamic model have been proposed2395

based on the first-order derivation along the curves to capture the facial dynamic spatio-2396

temporal behavior. Finally, we have employed and adapted recently-developed learning2397

techniques for partial Euclidean data analysis. Using this pipeline, we have designed2398

solutions for complex emotional state early detection. The validation has been made2399

in two different scenarios. When the first uses depth-streams acquired via consumer2400

cameras (like the Kinect) and focus on the behavior of the upper-part of the body, the2401

second analyzes high-resolution 4D faces for the purpose of physical pain detection.2402

These test scenarios are context-dependent, i.e., the emotional states and the physical2403

pain are stimulated using the same procedure for all the participants of the databases,2404

Cam3D [90] and BP4D-Spontaneous [152], respectively. Again, we consider these experi-2405

ments limited due to the limited number of available acquisitions and participants. In2406

contrast, the emotions exhibited in both datasets are spontaneous, which represents a2407

first opportunities to researchers to conduct preliminary studies. Here also, an important2408

set of experiments are conducted to compare the trajectory representation on Grassmann2409

vs. Stiefel manifolds, the depth-based shape representation vs. the landmarks-based2410

representations and to allow studying our approach’s behavior when changing some2411

relevant parameters.2412

As mentioned above, my thesis presents preliminary methodological and practical2413

contributions to the field of face analysis from 4D facial sequences with experimental2414

illustrations in face recognition and emotion detection. However, it opens the door to2415

several perspectives and future work that we summarize in the next section.2416
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Perspectives and future directions2417

This work is one of the first studies in the field of 4D data analysis for human facial2418

behavior understanding. It is now a shared conviction that the 3D data capture faithfully2419

the facial deformations and allow better understanding of facial behavior, compared to2420

2D data. Using dynamic 3D data (4D) is suitable as the face is a deformable surface2421

by nature. This work confirms these observations in the context of identity recognition2422

and emotion analysis. However, several issues of two types remain open – practical and2423

methodological/theoretical.2424

First, the availably of 3D sensors embarked on computers and tablets have pushed,2425

recently, the community to explore the use of depth and color streams together or sepa-2426

rately in human behavior analysis. In addition to their attractive cost, RGB-D cameras2427

(and their associated SDKs) present several benefits. That is, the foreground (human2428

body, face, hands, etc.) could be isolated easily from the background in the filmed scene.2429

Second, in spite of its low-resolution and the presence of noise, the depth channel is an2430

additional source of information which reflects a dense (dynamic) shape representation of2431

the face or the body. However, analyzing the dynamic depth channel requires to address2432

several issues such as the noise, incomplete data, occlusions, etc. In this work, we have2433

presented possible solutions to these problems, mainly using the subspace represen-2434

tation of short-time 3D clips. This representation could be improved by introducing2435

some methodological approaches as we will describe next (i.e., smoothing and filtering2436

Grassmann trajectories) and consider recent technical progress which makes available2437

solutions for real-time pose estimation in depth videos. Considering these solutions, one2438

can implement real-time processing algorithms, improve current performances and go2439

to real-world like evaluation of the approaches. In this context and with the help of a2440

master student (Damien Druel), I have started this work with the implementation of2441

first blocks including – depth data acquisition using the Intel RealSense F200 camera.2442

I use available algorithms in the SDK (face detection, landmarks detection and pose2443

estimation), and include our implementation of the subspace-based representation. This2444

gave rise to a preliminary interface to study the proposed methodology, in a realistic way2445

and using depth-consumer cameras.2446

From a methodological point-of-view, it is now a sharing statement that dense corre-2447

spondence between 3D frames is required to accurately quantify the facial deformations2448

and the temporal dynamics. Some research groups have tried to tackle this problem by2449

developing vertex flow tracking algorithms and/or model adaptation techniques, under2450
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facial deformations. For example, in [15], Ben Amor et al. have proposed a Riemannian2451

approach, which resolves the issues of pose variations and dense correspondence, in the2452

same framework, using elastic radial curves. However, the registration is obtained along2453

the curves, which presents a serious limitation of their approach. In a different way,2454

Sun et al. [128] proposed to use a vertex tracking algorithm, driven by the location of2455

3D landmarks along the 3D video. This method is time-consuming and unsuitable for2456

real-time processing. Other solutions consist of using or adapting existing algorithms,2457

previously used in static, like the Non-rigid Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [31], the Free2458

Form Deformation (FFD) algorithm [49], or the Thin-plate Splines (TPS) technique2459

[45] to achieve non-rigid registration or template fitting. Their goal is to achieve an2460

accurate frame-to-frame correspondence. In our methodology, we consider short-time2461

clips and assume pixel-to-pixel correspondence, in the same temporal interval (window).2462

Long-term videos are presented by curves (of subspaces) on Grassmann manifolds. Al-2463

though its capability to face both pose variation and dense correspondence issues, its2464

major limitation is the limited size of the 3D clips. One possible future investigation is2465

associating efficient 3D registration/tracking algorithms to subspace representations to2466

allow increasing the time-interval of the clips (i.e. increase the window size) and study2467

the behavior our the trajectory-based representation.2468

Another interesting methodological perspective to propose a suite of tools and al-2469

gorithms for processing trajectories on Grassmann manifolds. The simplicity of their2470

geometry and the availability of geometric formulations and efficient implementations2471

(of geodesics, Karcher mean computation, etc.) make possible to develop the following2472

processing blocks,2473

- Smoothing and (median) filtering of trajectories to allow reducing the effect of2474

the noise, suitable when exploiting depth data. This is possible using algorithms to2475

compute sample (Karcher) means and median samples on a fixed-time window of2476

the trajectories.2477

- Resampling (down-sampling or up-sampling) original trajectories based on2478

the geodesic formulation on Grassmann manifolds. In same cases, processing/analyzing2479

requires increasing their temporal resolution. This is possible by creating new2480

samples between original samples (up-sampling processing). In contrast, the down-2481

sampling step reduces the number of original samples on the trajectory.2482

- Novel dynamic models, which consist in computing n-order derivations of the2483

trajectories (the simplest ones are velocity and acceleration) to characterize their2484
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temporal evolution. In the proposed methodology, we have investigated only a2485

first-order dynamic model, which leads to the velocity vector field. This model could2486

be easily extended to a second-order model involving the covariant derivative of2487

velocity vector fields, and so on.2488

- Extend existing inference models to analyze curves on Grassmann mani-2489

folds and their use in dynamic 3D data analysis. For example, it will be interesting2490

to adopt techniques designed to analyze time-series to the Grassmann domains (or2491

any other matrix manifold). Some recent works have studied the problem, in the2492

context of object tracking, using particle filtering [55, 120].2493

All these tools and others could be developed in the continuous domain, which2494

is more suitable for theoreticians. That is, one can start considering continuous and2495

smooth parametrized curves on Grassmann manifolds (i.e., Gk(Rn)) and to develop proper2496

metrics, statistical summaries and associated algorithms for the space of trajectories (i.e.,2497

Gk(Rn)[0,t]). One difficult problem would be to propose rate-invariant metrics (or dynamic2498

time-warping techniques) for registration and comparison of curves, which basically2499

represent 4D sequences of the same emotion conveyed by different subjects, for example.2500

Based on this methodology, one can push the discretization of the problem to the end2501

step, i.e., when implementing the algorithms. All the ideas presented above, of both2502

methodological and practical order, present the direction of our future investigations.2503
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